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Dr. Rediger Shares

There is Power in the Blood

Our
Thoughts

Mike Reger

Colleen Gunder

As we prepared for the Homecoming issue of the Echo the
anticipation of the festive atmosphere around Taylor
prompted us to "go all out" in adding a memorable edition to
the occasion.
We wish to thank our very devoted staff of writers, section
editors, artists, phototgraphers and typist for the many long
hours and concentrated efforts not only on this issue but from
the beginning of the year.
It is our hope that this weekend will be a commemorative
time for all the students, faculty, parents and friends of Tay
lor University, a model of how good Christian fellowship can
be.
We hope that this weekend will be a time of relaxation, a
vacation from homework (we hope the profs didn't pile it on),
and a time of fellowship.
When this weekend is over, the symbol of our work con
sumed, we hope the memory remains.
The Editors

The miracle-working power of
God has been demonstrated dur
ing recent months in the lives of
numerous Taylor people. My own
miracle month was January: spi
nal surgery on the fourth, unusu
ally rapid daily recovery, coming
home on the twelfth, anointing
and prayer by the elders of the
church on the sixteenth, attend
ing a board meeting in Florida on
the twenty-first — and back on
regular schedule by the end of
the month.
The explanation is in the mul
titude of prayer partners, some
of them at the covenant level — a
base of power that God honors. It
is an aspect of the extended Tay
lor family — and what a wonder
ful blessing!
More
recently
God
has
brought Don Odle through a
triple-bypass heart operation —
enabling him to come home only
twelve days after surgery. As
was true in my case also, he had
unbelievable opportunities to wit
ness in the hospital — and since.
Just now, Bob Stoops of our
development department, is expe
riencing a miraculous recovery
from stomach cancer surgery, in
which sixty-five per cent of his
stomach was removed. But he is
recovering — and witnessing to

YOUR THOUGHTS

Dear Editor;
I would like to commend the
Jazz Band on the fine perform
ance they gave on Parent's Week
end. I was very much surprised
to see a Taylor ensemble playing
something other than 17th or 18th
Century music. And for once I en
joyed the whole program, as I did
not get bored of hearing the same
style of music throughout the per
formance. Maybe this will give
the rest of the music department
some initiative to get a little
more variety into their program.
Again, thanks to the Jazz Band
for an enjoyable performance.
Ronnie Becker

Dear Editor:
Perhaps someone intended it
as a spoof but the letter in the
Sept. 30 ECHO inviting Faculty
and students to write for "se
cret" mantras and a complete set
of instructions for meditation
seems inappropriate in a Chris
tian college publication. We do
not want in any wise to publicize
or encourage involvement in any
of the many Eastern religions
currently popular in the United
States.
From one who appreciates
your work.
Sincerely,
Daniel Yutzy

the power of prayer and the good
ness of God.
Presently (at this writing)
women's basketball coach Bea
Gorton is in the hospital awaiting
surgery. This same prayer base
is operative for her, and we are
thanking God in advance for the
deliverance He has in store for
her.
During these months prayer
has been offered for many stu

A Talk with the President

Baptista To
Entertain Questions
by Mike Reger
Next Tuesday at 8:15 in the
lower conference room of the din
ing commons, President Robert
Baptista will entertain questions
from the student body, concern
ing budgetary affairs at Taylor.
The conference comes after a
concern, expressed to the ECHO,
by students as to the distribution
of money and the feasibility of
some new facilities with these
monies.
The ECHO asked Dr. Baptista
if the annual budget could be pub
lished for the students to see. He
replied, "That since the budget
was so complex it would be bet
ter if it were explained with the

President Extends
Greetings
Dr. Robert Baptista, President guests on campus this weekend.
of the University, and his family, Dr. Baptista will be speaking at
extend their cordial welcome to the alumni breakfast in the dining
all of the alumni, parents and iCommons tomorrow morning.

use of audio-visual material and
the expertise of the finance direc
tor, Dr. Greg Lehman."
Baptista also stated that he
was not afraid to answer any
questions from the students, "I
have nothing to hide," added the
President.
The ECHO and S.G.O. are
sponsoring the conference for stu
dents to get all of their questions
answered, to establish a commu
nication line between the students
and the administration. S.G.O.
President John Imrie, stated,
"We urge the student body to
take advantage of the opportuni
ty."

Dear Editor,
The news item two weeks ago
concerning the January trip listed
my name as a member of the de
partment offering the courses,
Mike Reger.
Colleen Gunder
Bib. Lit. II in conjuction with the
trip. The decision has been made
Editors
that Prof. Fred Luthy will have
News Editor
Sharon Craig
Art EdUor
the responsibility for that course.
Pam Williamson
Prof. Herb Nygren
Feature Editor
George McClane
Women's Sports
Dear Editor:
Maryr Spencer
Men s Sports
We are a few of the last of a
Bullock
dying breed, and request that our
Photography
Doug Taylor, Mary Spencer
position be acknowledged. In the
Deb Anglemyer
October 7 issue of the ECHO,
Layout Editor.
Sue McFarland
President Baptista stated, "We
Business Manager
Mike Haynes
are looking for a large rock to
Reporters and Writers
Mark Collins, Colleen Scott,
place in the area with a plaque
Chase Nelson, Lisa Barth, Cathy
commemorating M.C.W." After
Turner, Kevin Conklin, Kathy Pickett
having spent nine months collect
Marianne Carter, Carol Mooney,
ing cherished memories of that
Randall Dodge, Bill Evans
fond old building, we feel a rock
artoonists
Jim Pray, Sue McFarland
is hardly a fair representation of
Linda Markle
what the building stood for and
.j
Karen Rutzen
meant to us. Not only is a rock
vlsors
Alan Winquist, Jane Halteman
inadequate but it hinges on the
L „ vrun •
, ,
Roger Jenkinson
border of being obscene! It
I he ECHO is published weekly by the staff for the student
seems that the policy of this
faculty and frwnds of Taylor University with its purpose being
place is, "When in doubt, put a
that
of informing its readers of the activities on and around the
rock." We are suggesting that
campus.
something a little more aestheti
cally-minded be placed on the
The opinions expressed are not necessarUy those of the entire
M.C.W. patio to commemorate
staff but only those of the individual writer. Letters to the Editors
the old building. A romantic foun
maybe addressed to the ECHO office, via campus mail and must
tain, complete with colored lights
also be signed to be printed. The right to edit or the use of descreand turtledoves is one suggestion.
"°"
Pr,ntl"g on article is reserved by the Editors and staff.
Or how about our beloved hall di
It u the policy of Taylor University not to discriminate on the
rector, mounted on a horde,
<w« of race, national origin, or sex in its educational programs,
dipped in bronze, with the Wil
rtW,Uo\0r ?m/>'0ymenf P°licie^ as required by Tale VI of the
liam Tell Overture playing in the
Civil Rights Act and Tale IX of the 1972 Education Amendments.
background. M.C.W. was too good
Inquiries regarding compliance may be directed to Dr. Robert D.
for a rock!!
Pats, Administration Building, Taylor University (998-2751, ext.
We are hereby establishing
04 or 381) or to the Director of the Office of Civil Rights, DeThe Anti-Rock Committee. All
partment of Health, Education and Welfare, Washington, D C.
MCW-lovers or MCW-lovers who
are interested, please contact
Linda or Dawn at ext. 264. Dona
tions welcome.
phtfVanHBoyd96 P i C t U r e w a s d o n e bV ECHO-ILIUM photograDawn Comstock and Linda King (
) •' •( t
T

Pres. and Mrs. Robert C. Baptista

dents, their parents, other faculty
members and their families
alumni and their families, as
their special needs have been
brought to our attention.
The whole point of this is to
share with you, our homecoming
guests, the practical meaningfulness to us of the "prayer base"
of which you are a part. How we
thank God for you; may you re
joice with us in God's answers.

October 14. 1977
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12 Point Grading Lowers G.P.A.

THE
NEWS

Stockton, Calif.-(I.P.)-"Grade
inflation certainly has occurred
here, but not to the extent that it
has at other colleges and univer
sities," states Dr. Elmer Wag
ner, University of the Pacific
dean of records and institutional
research. But things are chang
ing.
New operational recommenda
tions by a committee, appointed
by Dr. Clifford J. Hand, academ
ic vice president, to consider the

matter of grades, include:
Counting the "F" in determin
ing a student grade point aver
age. This was a university policy
until 1971; it was dropped when
the pass—no credit system was
adopted.
Using plus and minus grades
when computing a student's
grade point average. The semes
ter before the change was imple
mented, 52% of the students here
received a straight "A" or "B"

Maintenance Finally Gets It Together
by Chase Nelson
The new maintenance build
ing, or more descriptively titled
the new Buildings, and Grounds
Headquarters, is a needed im
provement and positive contribu
tion to the Taylor campus.
Despite your first impression,
there are many interesting as
pects of this new facility.
Before Taylor puts out any
money there must be a definite
need. This new building fills one
definite need. For years maintence, housekeeping, and grounds
have been dispersed throughout
campus. There was a need to cen
tralize these aspects for efficien
cies sake. Another main reason
was simply the fact that the ex
isting facilities for carpentry,
plumbing, storage, and other
maintenance related functions
were just plain worn out and ex
tremely ineffective.

With this need in mind, wheels
began to turn. The first idea, a
few years back, was to centralize
buildings and grounds on the loca
tion where the administration
building presently stands. It was
then discovered that Taylor could
purchase land cheaper out behind
the gymnasium. With money con
servation in mind, the first phase
of this operation went into gear.
A small building (now located be
tween the new building and the
gym) was constructed as a store
room and central office building
for the buildings and grounds de
partment. Last fall the gears of
phase two began cranking. The
plan was to build a larger build
ing containing repair shops and a
larger storage area. The cement
had been poured and the founda
tion secure when the cold winter
set in. The original plans were to
finish the building before winter,

Jet Series Off To
Mexico
Jet Series 1978 is taking a
group of 15-20 students to Mexico
this Interterm. Some will be leav
ing January 2 while others are
scheduled to fly January 16.
Spanish Capstone students will
have their language emersion ex
perience in Torreon, Coahuila, as
well as Mexico City, where the
majority of students will be lo
cated. A few of the places the
students will frequent for study
purposes are the Palace of Fine
Arts, modern art museums, the
Museum of Anthropology and Na
tional History, the Center of 100
Tongues
(Wycliffe
Headquar
ters), the Metropolitan Cathe
dral, the Pyramids and other
archaeological zones, the Nation
al Palace, and others.
The trip costs $445, which in
cludes a round trip flight from In
dianapolis, food, lodging, field

trips, and bussing to and from
Taylor.
A feature of Jet Series is that
it not only serves students of
Spanish, but permits students in
the departments of Education,
Art, Religion, and Linguistics to
receive four hours credit as well.
"A healthy response has been
apparent in the past and the
same seems to be true this year.
Students are usually eager to ful
fill part of their winter college
requirements in a beautiful, subtropic climate which averages
between 70 and 75 degrees,"
stated Professor Gongwer. facul
ty advisor for the trip.
For additional information,
students may call extension 274
or speak with Professor Gongwer
in LA 203.

Faith and Learning Registration
The inter-departmental honors
seminar on "Faith and Learning"
will be offered again during the
Spring Term. It will be listed as
IAS 490. Students whose grade
point average is on an honors
level are invited to meet with one
or more of the instructors in the
seminar. It is tentatively planned
that the group will spend a long
week-end in the Washington, D.C.

area.
The period between 6:30 and
10:00 P.M. each Monday evening
is reserved for the class sessions.
Professors Nygren, Brukholder.
Loy, and Yutzy will be involved
in the seminar, with occasional
visits of others from both on and
off campus.
Prior approval is required BE
FORE registration.

but due to the unusually cold
weather, construction was put off
until this spring.
There are many money saving
aspects of this new building.
First of all, the building is of the
pre-engineered type which means
that large pieces are hauled in on
large flat-bed trucks and put up
in the same style as one would
toy with an erector set. To save
money the department is instal
ling the electricity, heating,
plumbing, and constructing the
entire second floor themselves.
Also light fixtures, plumbing arti
cles, wires, and steel have been
salvaged from the old Chapelitorium to be used in this new build-

ing. Another idea for saving
money is in the heating process
of the building. Hopefully an in
cinerator fed with Taylor's trash
will convert the waste into a polution free economic system of
trash disposal and thus heating
the new building for very little
cost. $7,000 a year is spent on
garbage removal from campus,
so this would represent a sizable
savings.
The
buildings
and
grounds department is excited
about our new building and is
sure that it will live up to it's ex
pectations. Drop by and take a
look at the new building. They
will be happy to show you around.

G.R.E. Registration
by Sharon Craig
Graduate
Record
Exams
(GREs) will be given at Ball
State on October 15, 1977. This
test is given five times a year
throughout the-world and quali
fies college seniors and graduates
for acceptance into the graduate
programs for ' most fields of
study.
Students planning to take their
GREs should register at least
five weeks in advance of the test
date. In emergency situations,
however, a student can some
times take the test without ad
vance reqistration, but only when
the test facilities are not full and
the student has a completed reg
istration form.
The test scores students in
verbal, quantitative, and analyti
cal abilities with one half of the
test on reading comprehension.
The analytical portion is the re
sult of a recent research and de
velopment project taken on by
the Educational Testing Service
(ETS). The analytical abilities of
people are believed by the ETS

to be closely related to the probablity of a successful career in ac
ademic work. The verbal and
quantitative portions of the test
were shortened to allow room for
this additional section, so the
GRE is approximately the same
length as before.
The analytical section mea
sures the student's ability to:
—recognize logical relation
ships.
—judge inconsistency in inter
related statements.
—use sequential elimination
processes in drawing conclusions
—draw conclusions from a se
ries of complex statements ex
pressing abstract relationships
among abstract entities
—make inferences from state
ments expressing abstract enti
ties
—determine relationships be
tween independent or interdepen
dent categories
for more information, contact
Cheryl Chambers in the Testing
Center LA 214.

FRANCIS SCHAEFFER FILMS
Sunday, October 16, 7p.m.
THE REFORMATION
This film will be shown without introductory comment. The
earlier films in the series provide sufficient introduction. An
appropriate hymn and scripture, read responsively, will en
able us to prepare our hearts for the message of the film.

grade. The first semester after
the change, because of the addi
tion of such grades as "A", "B",
and "B-", the straight "A" and
"B" grades totaled 41%.
Having students decide much
earlier in the semester if they
want to take a course for letter
grade or pass/no credit.
Awarding of incomplete
grades "only for serious, extenu
ating circumstances' and
through a formal contract signed
by the student and faculty mem
ber.
Dr. Wagner feels a "signifi
cant" aspect of the revised sys
tem is the awarding of grades
such as "B-" and "C-" This
means a "C-" is a failing grade,
in terms of scholarship perform
ance, he said, "and I feel this is
more effective " than the change
to reinstate the "F" into the
grade point average.

Sambo's
Says "No99
According to a Sambo's assis
tant manager in Marion, students
may no longer study at the res
taurant, whether they eat there
or not.
The assistant manager stated,
"This is not a study hall, " when
asked by the ECHO if the report
was true.
Although this writer entered
Sambo's with two other compan
ions to eat and study, the manag
er asked us to leave. There were
no other customers waiting seat
ing and the hour was 11 p.m.

Commons
Workers
Honored

by Sharon Craig
The management of Grey
hound Foods (more commonly
known to Taylor as Prophet
Foods) honored their numerous
Taylor employees last Tuesday.
October 4, with a banquet. The
dinner was held at Emily's Res
taurant in Marion.
Among the guests were Miss
Jean Troyer, District Manager:
Mr. Joe Whoric, Vice-President
and General Manager; Mrs. Sara
Layman; Mrs. Martha Baptista;
Mrs. Jo Ellen Nelson; Mrs. Che
ryl Adams; and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Neuman.
Several of the employees were
then awarded service pins for
five or fifteen years of faithful
work. Those that received pins
were:
Mrs. Viola Burkett
15 years
Mrs. Lucille Ballinger
5 years
Miss Shirley Poling
5 years
Mrs. Mary Poling
15 years
Mr. David Adams. Manager
5 years
Mr. Jerry Nelson. Assistant Man
ager
5 years

OctPtHtf 11, 1977.
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Washington Offers On-spot Experience
by Colleen Scott
The American Studies Pro
gram of the Christian College
Consortium began in September
of 1976 as an experimental pro
gram and has been established
because of the excellent response
as a permanent program. It was
created to provide work-study op
portunities for many majors and
personal interests in Washington,
D.C. The program is based on the
idea of integrating faith and
learning through both a real-life
work experience and a study pro
gram. Students, therefore, spend
their time in Washington serving
as interns, participating in an ac
ademic seminar program, and
living in a small Christian com
munity which is designed to pene
trate the larger Washington, D.C.
metropolitan area.
In the program, students are
able to come to Washington, D.C.
for periods of two, three or four
months, beginning the first of any
month, from September through
May. The program is not in oper
ation during the summer months.
The Director of the American
Studies Program is John A. Bernbaum. With the support of the
Consortium staff he is responsi
ble for arranging and developing
student exposure to- opportunities
for faithful Christian ministry in
public life.
administering the seminar pro
gram, and developing student ex
posure
to
opportunities
for
faithful Christian ministry in pub
lic life.

The types of internship possi The Judicial Branch, March- The each participating college.
Applications should be sub
bilities are extremely varied be Executive Branch, April- The
mitted to the academic dean's of
cause of
the resources of Economy of the United States,
fice by April 15 for participation
Washington, D.C. Because Wash May, The Legislative Branch.
ington, D.C. is the national capi
In each of these monthly mod in the program during the months
tal and one of the most important ules, there is a deliberate at of September through December
of the same year; by October 15
metropolitan centers in the tempt to deal with the integration
world, it offers students in any of faith and learning in order to for January and February of the
discipline and with any vocational determine what distinct perspec following year and by December
interest the possibility of a volun tive Christians have on these var 15 for the months of March
tary internship in that area of in ious subjects.
through May. A $50 non-refunda
terest. Such experiences should
ble deposit must accompany each
Independent Studies
fenrich academic preparation and
application.
A student may negotiate an in
broaden understanding of the pro dependent study with his major
A maximum of 25 applicants
fession students are considering advisor and dean. The student
are accepted from the Christian
and how Christianity can relate may register, if schedule per College Consortium members, 14
to it.
mits, at a college or university in colleges in all. (One Taylor stu
Most internships are arranged the Washington, D.C. area. Fees
dent has already applied for sec
on a twenty-hour-a-week basis, for this enrollment become the ond semester of this school
usually five mornings a week. Pe responsibility of the student or
year.)' girls presently on campus
riodic evening sessions are held "the home campus. Information participated in this program for
during which students discuss and counsel will be available four months last spring-Jenny
their internships and share any from Consortium personnel on Lee and Cherie Ludwig. Jenny, a
insights they may have gained available courses and possible ar senior political science major
from their experiences.
stated that the program fulfilled
rangements.
Students participating in the her Practicum requirement and
The seminar program is orga Consortium American Studies "helped her realize her career
nized into one month academic Program live in Thompson-Mark- goals. She worked for Congress
modules which deal with a wide ward Hall on Capitol Hill which man Goodling of Pennsylvania
range of subjects. The subject of
is only one block from the Su and plans to return to D.C. after
each module is normally treated
preme Court and the Capitol. graduation for the same type of
by a multi-disciplinary approach This dormitory, located behind work.
Cherie, a senior Philosophy of
utilizing the vast resources avail the Senate Office Building also
able to students in Washington, serves as a place for seminars Religion major, feels that the
D.C. that would not be available and American Studies faculty of program helped her set goals for
her future career. She worked in
on the home campuses. The semi fices.
nar units for the 1977-78 academic
Through a special arrange the Library of Congress and in
year are as follows: September- ment, students receive credit for tends to go into Library Science.
Both girls expressed that the
The Legislative Branch, October- this program from their respec
The Executive Branch, Novem tive colleges. Applications for the major thrust of the program is
ber- Public Policy, December- study program and payment of
The Presidency, January- The room, board, and tuition are han
WAS
Legislative Branch, February- dled through the dean's office of

the integration of belief, work,
and environment. They found
their experience spiritually fulfil
ling as they were made to search
out their beliefs and apply them
so others could witness Christ
through them.
The girls feel that the pro
gram is beneficial for students of
all majors or interests. Job possi
bilities are usually improved by
such an involvement and many
students are assisted in finding
jobs during their involvment in
the program
Some internships
are for pay and others are not.
The cost for most students is ap
proximately the same as for a se
mester at Taylor.
Pending plans for expansion of
the program include ideas for a
Latin-American Program in 1979
and one in the Orient later on.
Many Taylor students have
been involved in the program, as
well as a wide variety of students
from all over the country.
Dr. Ringenberg or Dr. Loy can
provide additional information on
request for interested students.
Also, Jenny and Cherie live in
Trout House and English Hall re
spectively, and are happy to talk
to anyone about their experi
ences. They feel that the pro
gram is well worth the time,
money, and effort, as it brings
students to a full awareness of
the integration of God and faith
in the business world.

JUST A FffeMHA/S
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CLEP the Requirements
Yes! Many students have
taken advantage of CLEP (Col
lege Level Examination Pro
gram) which enables a student to
fulfill a course requirement by
simply taking a test in that sub
ject area. The small cost of $35
($20 test fee and $15 charge for
the credit to be recorded on the
student's transcript) and the 1 Vz3 hour testing time surely beats
the cost of tuition, books and a
semester of classes.
The CLEP program is de
signed with the assumption that
the student has had a substantial
background in the particular area
of interest. Therefore, the tests
should not be taken without care
ful consideration, and, often
times, review in the Many
students have passed the exams
and, thus, have received credit
for the course equivalent. A
grade is not recorded on the stu
dent's transcript, only the credit
received.
Below is a listing of the sub
ject areas and their course equiv
alent for which Taylor University
gives credit.
CLEP SUBJECT EXAM
COURSE TITLE
Accounting (introductory)
BUA 241
American Government
PSC 100
American History
HIST 220
American Literature
ENG 242
Biology
BIO 100

Business Law (Intro.)
BUA 311
Calculus w/Analytic Geometry
MATH 131, 230, 240
Chemistry (General)
CHEM 201, 202
College Composition
ENG 100
Computer Programming (ele
mentary )
"
CS 220
History of American Education
ED 250
Human Growth and Development
PSY 230
Macroeconomics (Intro.)
ECO 211

Microeconomics (Intro.) ECO 212
Marketing (Intro.)
BUA 231
Money and Banking
Psychology (Educational) ED 250
Psychology (General)
PSY 200
Sociology (Intro.)
SOC 100
Statistics
STA 322
Tests and Measurements PSY 422
World History
HIS 100
Each exam is 90 minutes in
length consisting entirely of ob
jective questions. In some of the
subjects an additional 90 minute
essay is required.
Examination dates are sched
uled four (4) times throughout
the academic year. The next test
ing period will be Oct. 24-28 just
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prior to SPRING pre-registratlon. The exams will be given
again in February for new stu
dents only. For the student's con
venience, the. objective exams
are locally scored and essays are
graded by individual depart
ments. In addition, an official
score report from the Education
al Testing Office will be available
in approximately 8 weeks from
the testing date. The Educational
Testing Service also provides a
transcript service in the event
that the score needs to be sent to
another institution.
Those students who have had a
strong background in a certain
area, whether through advanced
high school courses, or through
independent study, are strongly
urged to take advantage of the
CLEP services. Check News of
the Day and the Testing Office
bulletin board for exact testing
times. Please contact Cheryl
Chambers, Director of Testing,
for additional information at ext.
373 or LA 214.

I.D. Can Buy
Union Meal
by Debbie Leach
Do you push your meal time
activities aside because of a class
conflict? If so moan no more
about bag lunches. SGO is here to
rescue you.
Working closely with Chuck
Newman and Dave Adams S.G.O.
has come up with a plan which
we hope will be satisfactory to
you.
Students who live on-campus
and have a class conflict will
have the choice of picking up
their sack lunches or eating at
the grill in the Student Union.
The student will have to sign
up in advance in the Dining Com
mons just as is done now. Don't
forget to bring something along
to prove that your conflict is le

gitimate.
There will be a list of the I.D.
numbers which Dave receives
each day sent over to the grill.
When you arrive there you can
give your I.D. number and order
what you please.
There will, of course, be a
limit to the amount you can
spend. You will be allotted the
same at the grill as is spent on
you at the Dining Commons. That
is $.48 for breakfast and $1.55 for
lunch and supper. Anything over
that price you will have to pay
for out of your own pocket.
This plan will be enacted on
Monday, October 17, 1977. We
hope that you will make full use
of it if you have any questions
contact your senator or Dave
Adams.
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New Books At Library
Many new books are ordered
for Taylor's library during each
summer. The Board of Directors
decides on an annual budget for
the library and allots approxi
mately 75% to the various dep a r t m e n t h e a d s f o r
supplementary texts or related
readings for their courses.
The other approximate 25% of
the funds are used for books that
the library staff sees reason to
order. The staff members decide,
by a concensus, on popular or
current books that they believe
would be interesting to the stu
dents. These are usually chosen
form recent book lists or Publish
er's Lists.
Several reference books and at
least one or two updated sets of
encyclopedias are always at the
top of the list. The library staff
tries to replace each set of ency
clopedias every five years or so.
A tally of all the books or-
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Inter-Class Council at Your Service
by Rick Martin
Chairman of I.C.C.
In light of recnt questions
about the Inter-Class Council
(I.C.C.) I feel obligated to ex
plain the nature of the council
and the purpose of its exsistence.

The I.C.C. is an organization de
signed to be of service to the
Taylor community. It is a body of
elected or appointed students who
are in charge of the organization
of healthy and interesting compe
tition between the classes.

T.W.O. Opportunities
by Sharon Craig
Taylor World Outreach (TWO) is a missions-oriented orga
nization designed for the express purpose of acting as a medi
ator between students and mission boards, and providing
financial aid for students planning short-term mission in
volvements. (TWO helps raise 10% of a student's financial
support.) The TWO Cabinet wants to serve as a resource of
mission information by making available the knowledge of
where needs lie and how to get involved in satisficing them.
Marianne Stratton, TWO President, stressed that opportu
nities are available in every area of interest that a student
might have. Inter-Cristo Computer Read-Outs, located in the
Career Development library (second floor of the union), pro
vide current listings of mission opportunities in every area of
study. The read-outs are indexed by vocation and are re
newed at least once or twice annually.
People are needed to perform many operations that are
not normally associated with missions. The fields of medi
cine, education, and evangelism are familiar mission voca
tions; however, jobs are available in the areas of camping,
mass communications/fine arts, business/data processing,
and science/engineering as well as in support and social serv
ices. The possibilities are far-reaching. Journalists, techni
cians, physicists, lawyers, aviation mechanics, news
broadcasters, public relations men, accountants, and drama
instructors alike have an open field of opportunity all over
the world.
Students commonly do not know who to refer questions
concerning TWO to. Mrs. Hill usually knows who to direct
questions to. She can be reached at extension 205 and her of
fice is in the basement of the Chapel/Auditorium.
Below is a list of the TWO Cabinet members and where
they can be reached.
Marianne Stratton
Olson 236
Tadd Sutton
Casa Patricia 1
Tim Bertsche
Hill House
Karen Wehrman
South 327
Ruth Brand
Olson 315
Jeni Terrell
English 238
Debbie Pawebeck
English 119
Tim Johnson
1st Morris
Linda Goldman
South 417
Joy Kruizenga
Olson 227
Jill Burton
Olson 227
David Rossener
Wengatz 318
Tim Maybray
Morris 408
Beth Gualtieri
English 115

The I.C.C. is made up of the
class presidents and vice-presi
dents who work in cooperation
with the class advisors. The
S.G.O. is represented in the form
of its president or vice-president.
Other members of the council in
clude the class secretaries and a
representative from S.U.B.
There is much to be gained by
class competition if it is con
ducted in the proper frame of
mind. Such competition is de
signed to promote unity within
the confines of a Christian atmo
sphere. I.C.C. was designed to en
courage social interaction,
thereby allowing students to meet

people that they might never
learn to know otherwise. It is an
opportunity to show school spirit
by participation in enjoyable ac
tivities, and it is also here to help
support the Taylor athletic pro
grams and to serve as a central
point of communication between
the classes concerning class elec
tions and class run chapels and
convocations.
We are very much in need of
your continuing support and
would appreciate any suggestions
or help that you are willing to
give. Help us make this a good
year for you.

dered this year reveals a great
variety in subject matter. Stu
dents of almost any interest
should be able to find intellectual
ly appealing books in Taylor's li
brary. The following is a listing
of just a few titles of the new
books currently or soon to be
available in the library.
THE ARTS—Art and Photog
raphy
Collecting Photographia (First
100 years of photography)
Chekhov (A collection of his
art)
Publication Design
Music in Therapy
HISTORY—The Alias of Early
Man
Historical Geography of the
Holy Land
The Great Archaeologists
INDIAN HISTORY-Portrait
Gallery of American Indians
Portraits & Turquoise of
Southwest Indians
SCIENCE —Butterflies
The Insect Societies
Annual Review of Astronomy
& Astrophysics
Experimental
Methods
in
Modern Biochemistry
PHILOSOPHY— Great Trea
sury of Western Thought
The Evangelical Faith
American Transcendentalism
1830-1860
LITERATURE- High Victori
an Gothic
The Gothic Revival
The Robe
SOCIAL SCIENCE-Encyclo
pedia of Social Work
POLITICAL SCIENCE - Inaugeral Addresses of the Presidents
of the United States
MISCELLANEOUSTimeLife Series
Bubbles (Beverly Sills)

S.M. Spotlight

Your Chaplains At Work For You
by Steve Doles
Student Ministries would like
to introduce you to the chaplins
who have been selected for this
year. They each have a desire to
actively serve you in the respon
sibilities which have been given
them as well as in ways unique to
each individual chaplain.

The senior chaplains are Paul
Brown and Kris Pond. Paul is a
Bible/Literature/History major
from Trenton, Michigan. He lives
at Fairlane 101B, and he can be
reached by phone at 998-2813.
Kris is from Richmond, Indiana,
and she is majoring in Psycholo
gy. She is currently at South Hall,
ext. 382.
Greg Ellis and Mary Hepker
are chaplains for the Juniors.
They are from Anderson, Indiana
and Toledo, Ohio respectively.
Greg is majoring in Social Work
and lives in Wengatz Hall, ext.
335. Mary lives in English Hall,
ext. 261 and she is majoring in
Sociology and Early Childhood
Education.
For the Sophomores, Bill Bar
ton and Dawn Duffey are serving.
Bill is a Bible Literature major
from Aurora, Illinois, while
Dawn is from Dayton, Ohio and
majoring in Social Work. He lives
in Wengatz, ext. 349 and she lives
in Olson, ext. 270.
The Freshmen have selected
Mark Smith and Catherine Gurtis. Mark lives in Wengatz, ext.
210, and his home town is Kokomo, Indiana. He is planning on

majoring in Social Work and
Bible Literature.
Catherine
from Haymarket, Virginia, ma
joring in Early Childhood Educa
tion. She lives in Olson Hall, ext.
298.
One of their major responsibi
lities is the planning of the meet
ings known as Class Contact and
Campus Contact. These have re
placed the traditional prayer
meetings, and we feel it offers a
wider variety of Christian experi
ences. The majority of these
meetings are Campus Contact in
which all classes meet together
to view a film, listen to music or
drama, or see some other type of
presentation. There will also be
three Class Contacts this semes
ter in which the classes will meet
as individual classes. These will
be lead by the chaplains.
If, in tlie past, the idea of a
meeting called prayer meeting
hasn't interested you, we ask you
to notice what Contact offers
each Thursday night.\We think
that you will find something you
like. I would also like to encour
age you to get to know your chap
lains, so that they can know how
best to serve you.
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The 1977 Homecoming Court

The 1977 Homecoming Court. From left to right Duane Pursur Dean Tshudy,

Craig McMahan,

Charlie Humberd, Ann Mather, Nan Kennedy, Ann-Margret Van Pelt, Nancy Nordin and
Cindi Sheats.

Not pictured are Karen Elliot, Paul Cook, and Brad Brinson

[Life song]

October 14. 1977

Nan Kennedy

[The
by Colleen Scott
Homecoming today seems to
be an annual ritual without much
thought of how or when it all
came about. Homecoming is one
of the happiest, most festive oc
casions in the Taylor University
calendar, when old friendships
are rekindled, and memories of
student days sharpened in the
minds of alumni by the reliving
of day to day college life. Home
coming is not only for the festive
occasions but for the alumni to
come back and see the old home
stead and friends.
Taylor's first football team
was formed in 1948 with Don Odle
as the coach. This was also the
year of Taylor's first homecom
ing, on the date of September 24,
1948. The first homecoming activ
ities consisted of the dedication
of the Science Hall and an Alum
ni banquet at the dinner hour.
That evening Taylor's first inter
collegiate football team played on
the Memorial Field in Marion
with a crowd of over four thou
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sand watching. At halftime the
eight selected candidates for
Homecoming queen were driven
before the stands and then the
queen and two runners up were
announced. Martha Busch re
ceived the title of Taylor's first
homecoming queen; however the
team was not able to win their
first homecoming game.
Some of the special events or
adjustments to the homecoming
program over the years are very
interesting. In 1950 the class of
1950 dedicated their gift of the
Prayer Chapel to the school and
the same year a Fish-Fry was
held before the game instead of
an alumni-banquet afterwards.
Literary societies were provided
with prizes offered by the alumni
for the best campus decorations
and this was the first year the
game was held in the afternoon.
On Friday nights over the years a
snake dance to the football field
and a rousing pep rally around a
bonfire were held. In 1952 the

craig McMahan

Ktngand~Queen\
program was extended over a
three day period with class reun
ion luncheons held in the after
noon. Also that same year Evan
H. Bergwall was inaugurated to
Presidency of Taylor and the
school had their first game on
their own field. In 1953, in honor
of a sixty year anniversary of
Taylor's existence, a large pa
rade was held through Upland
and then, after the game, for the
first time, a homecoming ban
quet was held in the Maytag
Gym. In 1954 the world premiere
of "Angel in Ebony," which is a
movie about Sammy Morris a
black prince from Africa who had
quite an effect on Taylor and for
whom Sammy,- Morris Hall is
named after was shown. Also
that year a banquet was held fol
lowing the game and the queen
was crowned at half-time. In 1955
the student project "Operation
Recreation", which was a hard
surfaced play area west of
M.C.W., was dedicated. In 1956

the first tennis matches and cross
country meets were held on the
day before homecoming. In 1959
an Alumni banquet was again
started after the game for the
Alumni. But in 1961, was changed
to an Alumni Coffee Hour after
the game.
As one can see things have
changed back, rechanged and
many new things have been
added. This year, and for the
most part all through the years,
the game is held in the afternoon,
this year at 2:00 p.m. These days
the homecoming queen is an
nounced Friday afternoon and
crowned that evening. This year,
for the first time ever in the his
tory of Taylor, a homecoming
king will be crowned as well;
however the queen is still picked
from a group of eight girls that
have been selected by the student
body and two runners up are cho
sen. The Alumni Dinner is no
longer held, but in addition to the
Coffee Hour for Alumni, this year

an Alumni Brunch will be held
before the game. There are no
more literary societies on cam
pus but many beautiful floats and
decorations are still created.
Over the years the calendar for
entertainment and activities has
grown and both a musical and a
film on Friday night and the mu
sical and a concert on Saturday
night will be given. Also this year
there are many sports events to
be seen besides football, especial
ly women's sports. There is a
men's cross country meet and a
woman s volleyball game in the
morning and following the foot
ball game is a woman's field
hockey game. This year seems to
be one of the most active and en
tertaining homecomings ever and
even though time, people, scenes
and attitudes change, the fun and
excitement of seeing and remi
niscing with old friends continue
and the meaning and joy of home
coming will never change.
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Jacques Brel Is Alive And
time of its thun
derously successful opening in
New York on January 22, 1968,
JACQUES BREL IS ALIVE AND
WELL AND LIVING IN PARIS
continued to draw thronged, de
lighted audiences there for over
four years, proving itself to be, in
the words of the very-much-withit Village Voice, "the most in
fluential and innovative musical
of many years."
While the New York run conti
nued, other productions scored
phenomenal success in Chicago,
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, San
Francisco,
Boston,
Toronto,
Washington, London, and Paris.
Taking the show to Paris was
a risky business. The Parisians
could say the American adaptors
had profaned their favorite sing
er's songs. But it came out well.
Critics and audiences warmly
hailed this new version of their
very own Brel, though his work
had been tampered with to give it
an American accent. The critic
of the leading intellectual paper
of Paris, Le Monde, Clafnde Sarraute, wrote: "To expect any sur
prises in this show would be an
exaggeration. All Parisians know
the songs intimately. But their
existence in another form merely
proves their universality and in-

dustructibility. Could there be a
greater, more touching homage
to our own Jacques Brel than this
trans-Atlantic production?"
And who is Jacques Brel and
why have so many audiences
been interested in his health? He
is a Belgian who, living in
France, became the voice of
Paris in the 50's and 60's, evoking
better than anyone else since
Piaf that city's dim-lit cabarets,
the night-life of its shadowy black
streets, the strange, haunting po
etry of the late-evening bistros.
In the maner of preceding great
French chansonniers, he wrote
his songs and sang his songs—a
poet-musician, a troubadour-com
poser, hymning such subjects as
love and loneliness and death and
hypocrisy and pity and joy.
No one realizes how much of
the following Brel had acquired
in America with his recordings
(in French) until he came to New
York in person to give a perform
ance of them (in French) at Car
negie Hall in 1965, when that huge
auditorium somehow got packed
to the doors. Another such ap
pearance two years later had all
its seats sold out weeks in ad
vance.
With the presentation of JAC
QUES BREL IS ALIVE AND
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Well And Living In Paris
WELL AND LIVING IN PARIS,
American audiences had their
first exposure to the work, in En
glish, of this outstanding Euro
pean talent. Two American
devotees of Brel, Eric Blau and
Mort Shuman, devised English ly
rics to fit Brel's music and his
spirit. Determined to introduce
Brel's work to Americans in an
evening-long show to two men
worked several years trying to
devise a form for the songs. They
agreed that "We have to have
some kind of libretto. A form to
hold the songs together. Other
wise, it's concert time, baby."
Brel made a third trip to New
York late in 1969, not to sing but
to see on stage what his friends
and American adaptors had done
with his material. He was de
lighted with their effort.
He came a fourth time in Jan
uary 1972 to attend the gala cele
bration of the fourth anniversary
of the show that was held before
a cheering, packed house in Car
negie Hall—a performance, but
declined the vociferous urgings of
the house in Carnegie Hall - a
performance given by a collec
tive cast of many of those who
had been playing it in the previ
ous four years in New York and
other American cities. Brel took

a bow at this gala performance,
but declined the vociferous urg
ings of the audience to sing.
But every sort of libretto they
thought of seemed false, comey
—"very Oklahoma, very Holly
wood." Gradually they came to
see the songs and the Brel com
mentary made an ambiance, a
reflection of our troubled part of
this century that was as "with'it"
as contemporary, as any libretto
could be. When JACQUES BREL
was finally produced, it was rec
ognized by everyone as a show.
No one thought of labelling it
with the word "concert".
JACQUES BREL will be pre
sented in the Little Theatre to
night at 8:45 p.m. and tomorrow
night at 8:15. The Company of vo
calists includes Gregg Fancis,
Tim Johnson, Elie Rader, Diana
Murrell, Kathy Turner and Mark
Welch. Instrumental accompani
ment is provided by Matt Bolinger on the electric bass, Terry
Seagrave on percussion, Kent
Mollerkamp playing the synthe
sizer and Mark Brace on the
piano. Tickets are available at
the Box Office in the CTA Build
ing. Seating is reserved and your
identification card entitles you to
one complimentary ticket.
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Record review

ivin' On the Faultline

Aletha Jones
Work on Exhibit
by Cathy Crawford
We take pleasure in announc
ing that Aletha Jones, a Taylor
Alumni, will be sharing her tal
ents with us this weekend. Aletha
is a native of Summitville, Indi
ana, and has a bachelor of Sci
ence degree in Art Education
from Taylor. She received her
masters of arts degree from
Bowling Green State University,
Bowling Green, Ohio, where she
is presently working toward her
MFA (Masters of Fine Arts) de
gree.
She is extremely prolific in
her work. It is super-realistic
which emphasizes subject mat
ter. She uses much of human fig
ures and animals. Her themes

tend to deal with social commen
tary or critiscism. Aletha just
completed the graphic illustra
tion and cinematography for the
documentary film The Libertion
of Death, narrated by Margret
Mead, to be released in the fall of
1977. She has also illustrated sev
eral children's books as well as
six books of the Gaithers and
some of their record covers.
Aletha will hold her exhibit in
the Chronicle-Tribune Art Gal
lery located in the Art and
Theatre Building starting on Oc
tober 10th and going through Oc
tober 28th, 7-9p.m. M-W-F and 114p.m. Mon-Sat. I encourage you
to take the opportunity and wit
ness her talent.

Sung to tune of "America the Beautiful'

Oh, beautiful for smoggy skies,
For DDT -sprayed grain,
For strip-mined mountains' poverty,
Above the polluted plain.
America, America
Man made a mess of thee.
Confirm thy goal
In self-control
From sea to oil-stained sea.
by Glenn Wilder

by Bill Evans
Musical evolution has become
axiomatic to the success of most
popular recording groups and the
one group perhaps most typical
of this is the Doobie Brothers.
Starting out as a slightly better
than average California boogie
band, the Doobies have risen in
less than half a decade to be one
of the most innovative as well as
popular rock artist acts in the
country today.
The first five Doobie albums
were, of course, rather bombas
tic efforts which catered to the
tenor and tastes of the time.
Rock audiences wanted the
straight-ahead sound exemplified
by such classics as "China
Grove" and "Long Train Run
ning." 1975 was the turning for
the Doobie Brothers as the band
freed itself from the trademark
Doobies sound which, in spite of
numerous hits, was beginning to
sound like a rut. The addition of
former Steely Dan members Jeff
"Skunk" Baxter and Michael Mc
Donald sent the Doobie Brothers
uptown in style.
One of the definitive albums of
1976 was the Doobie Brother's
"Takin' It To The Streets" with
the title song a typifying their
new, slick, jazz-rock oriented
sound. Keyboard synthesizers and
electric piano licks began to dom
inate the mix and replace the
somewhat cliched guitars at the
forefront of the band.
Their new album, "Livin' On
the Fault Line," takes over
where its predecessor left off.
The opening song begins with an
electric piano into ala Stevie
Wonder with George Benson style
octave guitar licks filling in the
holes. The new song, "Echoes of
Love," should be a monster hit
for the trademark Doobie vocal
harmonies are stunning. "Little
Darling" features one of the
"baggest" rock guitar solos Jeff
Baxter has put on record to date.
On the whole, however, this
record doesn't reach out and grab
the listener by the ears and shake
him or her from speaker to
speaker. The emphasis on subtle
instrumental interweavings
doesn't necessarily impress the
average listener on first hearing

but then again, the record doesn't
get old after five plays either.
"Livin' On The Fault Line" is
a qualified success. I say qualified because this record is not
likely to please many of the old

Doobie Brothers fans. But I don't
think the band minds that too
much. Everybody has to grow up
sometime and the Doobie Brothers, as a musical ensemble, have
grown up.

THE ARTS
Senior Art
Show Schedule
Exhibition s are held in the Chronicle-Tribune Art Gallery
in the Art and Theatre Building. Gallery Hours: 11-4 Mon.Sat.; 7-9 p.m. M-W-F.
Aletha Jones '74
October 10-28
Alumni Exhibition
Prof. William Ewbank
Model Soldier Exhibition
November 1-8
Mark Rutzen
November 11-22
Senior Art Major
Sharon Haley and
December 5
Jonathan Utley
January 13
Senior Art Majors
Cyntha Kearby
January 18
Senior Art Major
Fehmarv i
Enola Witt
JAruary 6 17
Senior Art Major
Ruth Gohler and
February 20
Diane Whitney
...March 3
Senior Art Majors
Michael Hamman
March 6-17
Senior Art Major
Bonnie Weimer
March 30
Senior Art Major
Aprji 10
Jeffery Prentice
...".......April 13-24
Senior Art Major
Annual Student Show
Aprji 28
Works of all media by
...."..May 10
Taylor University Students
Permanent Collection
May ig
August 31
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Lamb's Players *
by Cathy Crawford
If you were at dinner on
Thursday evening and suddenly
an abrupt loud voice of a person
running around the dining com
mons, you were witnessing not
Clyde Fields, but Carl Schaffer of
the Lamb's Players Street
Theatre. Carl was one of the sixtf en here on Campus Thursday
night and in Chapel Friday morn
ing.
Lamb's Players are full-time
missionaries. Their organization
is in California but have recruited
from all of the United States.
Ruth Brenneman is a Hoosier
from Bluffton and is responsible
for bringing the group to Taylor.
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You might have recognized her
when you came into chapel. She
was dressed as an old gypsy and
might have picked at your hands
for jewelry.
The Lamb's players Thursday
night with a bang of enthusiasm
that packed chapel out on Friday
morning. They escorted people to
their seats causing an appropri
ate atmosphere for laughter.
I sensed the enthusiasm of the
audience from the minute they
walked in the chapel. The show
hadn't begun and people were
laughing and clapping. Maybe I
shouldn't say the show hadn't
begun because the actors did a
great job at making jokes and

'
sarcastic humor before the show.
The Lamb's Players made an
excellent play and their commit
ment to the Lord was beautifully
brought out. One of their reasons
for performing at a Christian
school is to recruit people into
their inter-denominational organi
zation. As I talked with Debbie
Brewton and Jake Tyler, I was
told they can use just about any
talent from acting to bookkeep
ing. For those of you who would
like to support this ministry in
some way, feel free to write to
the following address:
Lamb's Players
Box 26
National City, CA 92050

The book is written by a hand
that knows the secrets of the land
The book is printed of someone,
that someday may know sun and
Son
The book is opened to a page
at the beginning death engaged
The book had a chapter of great
hope
that once it would end if he coped
The book was closed ending well
with another death time did tell
This death was no death I did see
for death passed to life eternally

Christmas Around The Corner

by Terri King
Only 73 days before Christ
mas? That may seem a long time
away but there are over 100 Tay
lor students preparing for the
concert season already. The Ora
torio Chorus, under the direction
of Dr. Robert Antonian, has
begun practicing the Christmas
program to be performed on De
cember 11 in the Chapel/Audito
rium.
The composition was written
in 1889-90 by Saint-Saens, a
French Romantic. It was origi
nally composed in Latin but will
be performed in English. The
piece is composed for fujl chorus
and five solo voices, accompanied
by full orchestra, organ and harp.
There is no specific narration but

the piece allows for narration to
be inserted in certain places.
This will provide a capsule pre
sentation of the true Christmas
story.
"The Christmas Oratorio is a
personal testimony of the individ
ual's response to the Christmas
message-the Good News that
Christ, the Messiah has come,
"Dr. Antonian reflected. The text
is primarily and almost totally
based upon scripture. It includes
the portions of Mary's Magnifact
found in Luke 2: "My soul doth
magnify the Lord."
One special feature of this per
formance will be student solos,
as opposed to the faculty or guest
soloists used in past perform
ances. Auditions are open to all

; *-

Oratorio members and will be
held October 30. Dr. Antonian
will be selecting and coaching
these soloists. "This is my first
try with students. I want them to
become aware of the demands
in a real way rather than
just hearing about it," Dr. Anto
nian explained.
"As I look at the spiritual, mu
sical, vocal and intellectual po
tential, there is no limit to what
Oratorio Chorus can do," Dr. An
tonian praised the students. This
is bound to be a quality perform
ance and it would be rewarding
to students. This is bound to be a
quality performance and it would
be rewarding to all to see Taylor
students supporting fellow stu
dents by marking this event on
your calendars.

P
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Hawk wot hit name, and he lived
very alone.
Up high on a cliff in a next all his
own.
Along he would hunt, sleep and fly.
His were the trees and rocks; his was
the sky.

Suddenly, Hawk was nowhere to be
found.
He left at early dawn, not making a
sound.
For bird he wrote a simple letter:
"Dear bird," it said, "this is all for
the better.

To him, it seemed that was the right

My heart just was not made for
friends
Someday, somehow. I would like to
make amends.
Please don't remember me with
anger
You see, I've always been and will
be a loner..."

No one with whom to share a new
day.
The thought never once entered his
mind.
That he was different, one of a kind.
One day, a tired kird landed on his
So Hawk politely said; "Sit down
and lake a rest."
*
That was the beginning of a deepen
ing hand
As of each other they became very
' * fk&L'"

Bird flew away, of Hawk never
again to hear
And as he passed me, in his eyes I
saw a tear.
Joanna Strunk

by A.M.
Riddly-riddly-ree!
I see something you don't see
And it's in Exodus 20:26.

Woke up this morning with a prayer
on my heart.
What a way to start the day.
Didn't take much time to realize
who had brought you
To my mind for the day.
Prayin'for someone I love,
Give her guidance from above.
Lord, in anything she might want to
do.
Take a little time to stop and say,
"Hey, I miss you
What a way to start the day.
Have you stopped to pray for the
last one who kissed you?
Prayin' for someone I love.
Give her guidance from above,
Lord, in anything you might want
her to do.
Prayers are just my way of saying
"Hey, I love you",
And if I had a dime for everytime
I'd sat and thought
of all the joy and precious memories
into my life
you'd brought, I could retire with
enough left
over to give to my favorite few. But
if I had
one dime right now I'd spend it all
and call you.
Your simple smile, your radiant
foce, that's shown
me more amazing grace than I've
seen for guile
sometime. You know, I'm proud to
be a brother '
to that lady in my life.
Take a little lime to stop and say,
"Hey, I miss you".
What a way to start the day.
Have you stopped to pray for the
last one who kissed you?
What a way to start the day.
Do you pray for ones you love?
In a world of push and shove,
It's good to breathe a moment's
prayer their way.
Prayers are just my way of saying,
Hey, I love you."
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Miss
Anne
Murray
In Concert
Rediger
Chapel/Auditorium

8:15 p.m.
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Anne Murray, to put it in the
words of a long-time friend and
professional colleague. "Is some
thing special." Special as an art
ist of
international appeal,
stature, and talent, and special as
an individual...warm, open, and
genuine...the kind of person peo
ple feel good about knowing.
Bom in the coal mining town
of Spring Hill, Nova Scotia, Anne
was the only girl in a family with
five brothers to alternately de
fend her and fight with her. And
as Anne has grown up, gone on to
a bachelor's degree at the Uni
versity of New Brunswick and a
year of teaching physical educa
tion in Prince Edward Island,
Canada, and finally to a series of
major showbusiness successes,
she has never lost the close fam
ily bonds that grew so strong dur
ing her formative years.
Always partial to singing and
performing, Anne found these in
terests playing a steadily increas
ing role in her day to day life as a

teacher. An ameteur interest be
came a professional vocation thus
sealing the doom of her teaching
career, when she was given an
opportunity to record for Capitol
Records of Canada.
One of her very first efforts,
the song, "Snowbird," very
quickly became her first major
hit in Canada and her first inter
national triumph as well, reach
ing the top of not only the
American pop charts but the
country hit parade as well. The
combination of sales in these two
markets produced a gold record
award, the traditional trade acco
lade for a million seller hit, on
her very first try in America.
The voice which made "Snow
bird" the world-wide hit it be
came and which brought Anne to
the footlights of theaters, clubs
and concert halls across Canada,
what is today the rather remark
able ability of being able to defy
pigeonholing. Anne's consistency
in breaking major hits on the na

tional pop charts, is well docu
mented. Her success in these
areas, almost without exception,
is mirrored by equally impres
sive performances on easy-listen
ing charts, she seems equally at
home in the contrasting blue
lights atmosphere of a glamour
night club setting.
But some of Anne's most per
suasive work of all has come in
the country area. For example, in
mid-1974, she accomplished an al
most unprecedented feat, in
chalking up a number one coun
try hit with well-known Dickey
Lee Lipscomb song, "He Thinks I
Still Care," while at the same
time scoring on the pop charts
with the flip side of the record,
"You Won't See Me," by the re
nowned team of Cleffers, Lennon
and McCartney.
Earlier, she achieved hit sta
tus in the country field with a
number of songs, including "Let's
Talk It Over,In the Morning" and
"Cotton Jennie," as well as the

original "Snowbird." Yet, inter
estingly enough, as a youngster
and even as a teenager, Anne was
never involved in country music.
Only after her own singing career
had begun, was she introduced to
and influenced by country and
western singers.
Actually, Anne's voice goes
well beyond the boundries of any
single quality or style. Quite pos
sibly, as a consequence of her
years of classical and semi-clas
sical training, her voice has a
richness, warmth and color that
simply wins new friends wherev
er she goes and whatever the mu
sical tastes.

The bright new star statue
which developed from "Snow
bird," and its success, brought
dramatic changes to Anne's life.
In relatively short order, she
found herself in demand as a tele
vision performer, first in her na
tive Canada, and in the United
States as well, as a regular on
the eminently successful Glen
Campbell Show for CBS-TV. The
Campbell television association,
which also brought her a shared
top billing with Glen at the Inter
national Hotel in Las Vegas for
four weeks and for a later week
at the Greek Theater in Los An
geles, also further served to so

lidify her position in the country
«nhlirel1 as.in

poP- in view

of

Campbell s major star ranking in

both markets. The ties linking the
mTca wAnne Murray and
Glem Campbell continued for the
be!,it rtart °f two years and also
P
J
resulted in a duet album for Capi
r
tol.
L
^
' Anne also became
s'on personality,
fhmuvh i,
th fL nr exclus»ve contract
rnrooratin ,^dian Broadcasting
linder this arrangeT shL
"necials HPer f°rmetl in e'ght TV
Sfvaat i!er fame' won through
a recoprt-CCeSS 'n the television
and recording media, brought her

an honor place on the Nova Sco
tia float in the annual Tourna
ment of Roses in Pasadena,
where she travelled the route,
waving kisses at the crowd and
singing (on a special tape) for
thousands lining the parade route
and over 100 million television
viewers.
Anne's acknowledged prowess
in the television medium also
won her an "Anne Murray Spe
cial" on the British Broadcasting
Corporation, during a three-week
European tour in mid-January
1973. During that third visit to
England and the Continent within
a year's time, Anne also was a
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The bright new star statue
which developed from "Snow
bird," and its success, brought
dramatic changes to Anne's life.
In relatively short order, she
found herself in demand as a tele
vision performer, first in her na
tive Canada, and in the United
States as well, as a regular on
the eminently successful Glen
Campbell Show for CBS-TV. The
Campbell television association,
which also brought her a shared
top billing with Glen at the Inter
national Hotel in Las Vegas for
four weeks and for a later week
at the Greek Theater in Los An
geles, also further served to so

lidify her position in the country
field as well as in pop, in view of
Campbell s major star ranking in
both markets. The ties linking the
careers of Anne Murray and
Glem Campbell continued for the
better part of two years and also
resulted in a duet album for Capi
tol.
In Canada, Anne also became
a major television personality,
through her exclusive contract
with he Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation. Under this arrange
ment, she performed in eight TV
specials Her fame, won through
her vast success in the television
and recording media, brought her

an honor place on the Nova Sco
tia float in the annual Tourna
ment of Roses in Pasadena,
where she travelled the route,
waving kisses at the crowd and
singing (on a special tape) for
thousands lining the parade route
and over 100 million television
viewers.
Anne's acknowledged prowess
in the television medium also
won her an "Anne Murray Spe
cial" on the British Broadcasting
Corporation, during a three-week
European tour in mid-January
1973. During that third visit to
England and the Continent within
a year's time, Anne also was a

spotlight performer at the famed
International
Music Industry
(MIDEM) Convention in Cannes,
France. A fourth visit to England
in the spring of 1973 was high
lighted by concerts at Royal Fes
tival Hall and at the Palladium,
in London.
. In addition to her very produc
tive association with Glen Camp
bell, Anne has brought her music
and her radiant personality in a
host of other television show
cases, including the Mike Doug
las Show; the Tonight Show with
Johnny Carson; the Merv Griffin
Show; the Dean Martin Show; the
Danny Thomas Show; and the
Helen Reddy Show as well as the
David Frost Show during its suc
cessful run.
In Europe, beyond her own
BBC special, Anne has been seen
on Top of the Pops, Saturday Va
riety, Golden Shot, and Morcambe and Wise (all in England)
and a pair of Anne Murray Spe
cials for Swedish TV.

To her audiences wherever
they are, Anne's selection of
songs, as reflected in her album
programs, shows an unusual in
stinct for picking material which
distinctly fits her own style.
As an example, her very first
LP which took its title from her
"Snowbird" single hit, contains
such unique selections as Bob Dy
lan's "I'll Be Your Baby To
night"; Joe Feliciano's "Rain!"
"Break My Mind" by Nashville's
own John D. Loudermilk, and
Dino Valenti's "Get Together."
Her second album, appropri
ately titled Anne Murray, pro
vides a further demonstration of
excellence of song material. The
tunes here include Carole King's
"Child of Mine" and Bacharach
and David's "I'll Never Fall In
Love Again."
In her album, Danny's Song,
which takes its title from the
major hit song written by Kenny
Loggins, Anne again offers an
enormously pleasing variety of

good songs, highlighted by Randy
Newman's "I'll be Home," Rob
bie MacNeill's "Let Sunshine
Have Its Day," Gene Mac Lellan's "Put Your Hand in the
Hand" and "One Day I Walk" by
Bruce Cockburn. All three of the
latter are Canadian writers and
friends of Anne's.
Journalist Steve Oberbeck,
writing in Newsweek Magazine,
called Annie "a husky-voiced,
warmly ingenuous performer
whose following spans pop mus
ic's spectrum from pea pickers to
teeny boppers..." the stuff (in
fact) of superstardom.
A writer for the Toronto Star
summed up much of the Anne
Murray story recently when he
noted, "If the Grey Cup has come
to represent the Super Bowl, then
Anne Murray has established her
self once and for all as Canada's
superstar."
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Dale Heath—The Meaning of Devotion
by Carol Mooney
Devoted—A one word descrip
tion of Dr. Dale Heath, head of
the Ancient Language and Histo
ry Department. Dr. Heath tries
to make it at least once each
year to the Near and Middle East
to study and gather material of
the history of the early Christian
churches as far back as the sec
ond century. The primary reason
Dr. Heath gives for making these
thrilling and exciting travels and
studies is to enrich the knowledge
of the subject matter in the class
room. "The Christian faith and
tradition are too vast and too pro
found to be dealt with only on the
popular level. One task of a
Christian university is to search
out the sources for our faith and
weigh the evidences, discuss the
philosophies and, to whatever ex
tent is possible, learn to imitate
the great Christian thinkers. I see
my job at Taylor University to fit
into this purpose exactly," com
mented Dr. Heath on the impor
tance of these travels and how
they relate to his job at Taylor.
During these journeys, Dr.
Heath has had the exciting oppor
tunity to trace the history of the
churches built over the reputed
tomb of St. Peter, and to observe
the recent findings of the ruins of
Roman-Christian tombs.
Dr.
Heath was also able to examine
what is thought to be the box in
which St. Peter's bones are bur
ied.
During the 1976 Christmas sea

son, Dr. and Mrs. Heath were in
Rome, where, by studying in the
"Pope's library", put together
some longstanding historical rela
tionships between the addresses
of Paul's Epistle to the Romans
and the imperial government
which executed the great apostle.
The Heath's have had the great
opportunity of worshipping in
many of the fourth and fifth cen
tury churches which still remain.
The majority of those in depth
studies are done entirely on Dr.
and Mrs. Heath's own time and
money. When speaking of the fi
nancial situation of these trips,
Dr. Heath stated, "My wife and I
have no interest in new cars, fur
niture or any related luxuries. By
driving old cars, etc. we can af
ford this." Obviously, Dr.
Heath's first priority is gaining
more knowledge of his field of
study.
Tlie National Endowment for
Humanities in Washington, D.C.
has sponsored two summer semi
nars for teachers from various
colleges who are interested in en
riching the teaching program on
their own college campus, both of
which Dr. Heath had been se
lected to attend. These teachers
who have been accepted, after
submitting an application, find
they must be willing to work hard
to research subject matters
which relate to the teacher's field
of study—exactly what Dr. Heath
did. The first summer seminar
Dr. Heath attended, in 1975, was

one entitled "Assyriology," held
at the University of Chicago. Just
this past summer he attended the
second seminar, a seven week
Summer Institute for Ancient

Dr. Dale Heath

cilities and a highly trained spe
cialist in the particular field of
study as the director of the pro
gram. Dr. Heath feels the knowl
edge gained from these classes
has been extremely rewarding.
He has used the information he
acquired at these seminars in his
classrooms at Taylor and feels
the students have also gained
from it. "I feel I am greatly en
riched by my experience in the
class room here and my students
gaining from what I have
learned," stated Dr. Heath.
Among the many colleges and
seminaries Dr. Heath attended is
the institute for Balken Studies at
the University of Thessalonika,
Greece, which he attended in
1973. Here he was able to study
Greek documents and books that
are not available in America. The
emphasis here was only Chris
tianity in the fifth century. Dr.
Heath is anxiously planning to
study at the institute again this
summer during July and August.
Walking the same roads Paul,
and even Jesus Himself walked
on would be as exciting for each
of us as it has been for Dr.
Heath. "I feel it makes me a
more devout and committed
Christian by walking in Jesus'
footsteps," Dr. Heath proudly
commented.
We have not only learned from
Dr. Heath's professional devo
tion, but also from his spiritual
devotion as a man of God.

Food For Thought
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History at the University of
Michigan; here he studied the
third century Christian church,
Each of these colleges have the
provision of adequate library fa-

Monday. October 17. Breakfast—Scrambled eggs w/bacon bits buttered
toast and Jelly, cream of wheat.
Lunch—Minestrone soup, turkey club sandwich, macaroni and cheese, pota
to chips, seasoned broccoli, seasoned winter mix.
Dinner-Fried shrimp, ground beef stroganoff. buttered noodles whipped
potatoes, brown gravy, french styled green beans, buttered sliced carrots,
Tuesday, October 18, Breakfast— Blueberry Hot Cakes, syrup, hot Ralston
Lunch-Cream of Mushroom Soup. Three D sandwich, BBQ spare ribs
french fries, baby lima beans, buttered beets.
Dinner—Baked ham steak, Salisbury steak w/mushroom sauce, whipped
potatoes, brown gravy, seasoned mixed vegtables, buttered white hominy.
Wednesday October 19, Breakfast-Scrambled eggs, sausage patties, but
tered roast and jelly, oatmeal.
Lunch—Chicken noodle soup, dagwood sandwich, beef, tomato & macaroni
casserole, potato chips, seasoned green beans, spiced apple rings.
Dinner—Creami of tomato soup, grilled cheese sandwich, polish sausage,
corn chips/whipped potatoes, brown gravy.

SAIAPS

^r-VeaL,Ulla"°' P°rk tipS and mushrooms- buttered rice, oven brown
potatoes, seasoned cauliflower, buttered corn

•full

Sncf ™ '7,20' BTeakfasl-French toast. syrup, cream of wheat.
Lunch-cream of tomato soup, grilled cheese sandwich, polish sausage
corn chips, whipped potatoes, brown gravy, sauerkraut, cheddar carrots
Dinner—

fcttyiiy dimr\Q room

LSne^ccboatkafh laSagna'
andjeiSLfral^n2'

^ P°tat°"' ^ S™y. buttered peas, sea-

Breakfast-Scramble«

W ham steaks, buttered toast

Lunch—Vegetable soup, chicken salad sandwich, fried cod fillets notato
chips, hashbrown potatoes. baked acorn squash, stewed tomatoes
Dinner- Baked pork chops, creamed chipped beef, hot biscuits ausrautin
potatoes, seasoned California mix. spiced apple rings
Saturday, October 22. Breakfast-Hot Chocolate, oatmeal.
Lunch-Waffles, smokie sausage syrup, pot roast beef buttered noodles
pipped potatoes, brown gravy, seasoned £ixed vegXchXXe

f or y our convent cnce.

grav^nX^h.^^^ ^

brown

Sunday. October 23, Breakfast-Hot Chocolate, oatmeal
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pinner-Sausage pizza. hot dog sandwich, chili dog. potato chips. Chili Con .
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Orange Trees grow in Indiana

Students work in the greenhouse as part of their practical ex
perience in the course.

T.W.O. Expands
Program
by Kevin Conklin
Back in 1972 no one at Taylor
University would have thought
that the World Outreach Program
would have grown to what it is
today. Today, a large number of
Taylor students travel all over
the world from Japan, to Canada,
from Brazil to the Bahamas. As
well it must reach the United
States too. Six years ago Former
Professor Ruth Ann Breuninger
started the Christian Education
majors with a practical experi
ence program which brought
about teaching and leadership
into the students.
It started as a capstone for
Christian Education majors and
each year the seniors elected two
juniors to go along to become ac
quainted with a foreign country
and than the following year they
could become the leaders of the
capstone program in the Baha
mas. The Lighthouse program got
its name from a Sunday sermon a
student was giving and referred
to Matthew 5:16. Last year was
the first year the Lighthouse ex
perience was open to all students
and not just Christian Education
majors. Twenty took the trip last
year and this year going along
will be Walt Campbell and Pastor
and Mrs. Hill as well as other
Faculty staff. The students after
an initial Pastor's meeting are
very independent on the island
and Minister to any one who
needs it and the students are then
able to take in all sorts of situa
tions which may arise in the fu
ture. During their stay they visit
The Emeral Sea's Luxury Liner
and Prision's and give Ministry
to those who wish it and meet
with the Government officials
and have their pictures taken
with them and put in the paper's
there. T.W.O. offers 10 of the

funding to students but the inter
esting thing about finances is that
the majority of the money comes
through prayer letters. Never has
a student been turned away be
cause lack of funds to attend.
Pastor Peter Pascoe initiated
the program and is unique to stu
dents because of it's diversity,
some people will go to a coutry to
teach English or to become a
pastor or even for Radio on
Christian Stations. There are
many opportunities and many
routes to take. You make the ex
perience, and how it will benefit
you. Stop by the Chapel in the of
fice in the first floor and find out
more. Also look for the Outreach
Emphasis Weekends with guest
speakers and special activities.

by George McClane
Feature Editor
Did you know that Taylor Uni
versity has its very own orange
tree growing right in the middle
of the campus? Well, right in the
middle of the campus green
house, that is. So next time you
get that mid-January craving for
some
sunny,
fresh-squeezed
orange juice...you'11 just have to
suffer along with the rest of us;
the oranges are not available for
public consumption!
But this story is not about
oranges (orange you glad!!) In
terested in learning more about
T.U.'s encased botanical garden,
ECHO spoke with Dr. Edwin
Squiers, head of the botany de
partment, and the unofficial "di
rector" of the greenhouse.
Squiers mentioned that the
greenhouse (built along with the
science building in 1967) was
originally supervised by professor
Vida Wood. Since that time, how
ever, both interest and upkeep in
the greenhouse have gone downuntil now.
Squiers believes that with the
"thousands" put into the green
house construction and stock, the
greenhouse should have more
use. Up to this point, only a part
of the greenhouse's potential has
been used. But with Squier's en
couragement, some students are
working on botony honors pro
grams utilizing the greenhouse.
Squiers also plans an interterm
course this year which will also
make use of the facility. The
course, "Green Thumb Botany
For Beginners" (available to the
first 20 who sign up) will center
on houseplant and garden care,
plant identifi cation, and control
of houseplant pests.
The greenhouse has had a re
cent face-lift. The interior has
been remodeled, and additional
modifications are planned.
Many of the exotic plants con
tained in the greenhouse are gifts
of Purdue University. However,
since plants of this nature tend to

The World
Comes To Taylor
relatives in the U.S. He plans to
by Kathy Pickett
We have some new Interna stay about two years before going
tional Students on our campus home for a visit. Potatoes is
this year. From Germany we something he doesn't eat at
have Hieko and Erik Burklin, and home, although there are many
Ulrike Schmidt; all freshmen. substitutes to the potatoes in his
Erik and Hieko's German parents country. Daniel is waiting to hear
came to the U.S. when their fa from his family—it takes two
ther attanded Grace College; weeks for a letter to travel.
Betty Ann Botha, a junior, is
Hieko was born in Goshen, Indi
ana, then the family went back to from South Africa and she misses
Germany. Erik and Hieko had the beaches of South Africa. As
visited our campus previously compared to her society, our cul
and had like the beautiful campus ture seems rushed. Betty Ann is
and saw the opportunity to play a Political Science major.
Other students are Martha
on the tennis team, (they are
both members of the team). Are Okumu and Sammy Kitaka from
they typical German students? Kenya and Charles Masalakulangue from Tanzania. Randy
They both hate sauerkraut.
Daniel Kuma came to Taylor Thompson comes from the Baha
this year from Ghana, West Afri mas. Closer to our boarders are
ca. The Peace Corps helped him Carol Hoel and Leslie Whiteside
get admission to Taylor. Daniel is from Canada.
a Business major. Daniel has no

Iter

be quite expensive, and the
greenhouse maintenence is on a
"minimal budget", Squiers has
been successfully raising a varie
ty of plants from seed. Unfortu
nately, the greenhouse lacks an
adequate cooling system for the
summer when the interior may
reach 48 degrees Gelsius (that's
120 degrees Farenheit to all you
who haven't "converted" yet!!
This extreme heat kills some of
the young seedlings and may
even "burn" some of the mature
plants.
ECHO next spoke with juniors,
Cyndi Halbrook and Carrie
Young, two students who main
tain the greenhouse plants. This
reporter found them industriously
potting "moonflowers" at the
time of the interview. Young
mentioned that it is her job to
keep the foilage well-watered,
weeded, and fertilized (doesn't
that sound glamorous??) Howev
er, Halbrook remarked that she
is the one who "basically runs
the place," —under Dr. Squiers,
that is. Her job responsibilities
include preparing plant cuttings,
transplanting plants, and growing
seedlings for botony classes.

Halbrook became interested in
greenhouse work after taking the
school's taxonomy course. Her
greenhouse
know-how comes
from basic "houseplant care,"
she claims. She also added that
she has spent a lot of time in
books looking up and identifying
the plants in the greenhouse. Per
haps most important, she re
marked that she's learned a great
deal "from my own mistakes."
"And," she quickly added, "I'm
still learning!"
During the interview, this
writer had the privilege of meet- *
ing quite a number of the green
house clientele. Some of the more
interesting "residents" were the
papaya tree, pineapple plant, and
norfolk island pine. But certainly
the favorite was an "agave"
named "Pete," (more commonly
called a "century plant") a huge,
barbed native of Egypt.
If you're interested in a brief
"tour" of the greenhouse, come
by when Cyndi Halbrook, or Car
rie Yound is in, or contact Dr.
Squiers. They would be glad to
show you around—they may even
introduce you to "Pete!!"

FEATURE
Chambers Changes
There's a new face in the Tay
lor University Psychology De
partment this year — Tim
Chambers, last year's hall direc
tor at Wengatz. Why the switch?
As most of the psychology majors
know, Mr. Bob Hubold, one of the
professors in the psychology de
partment, has taken the year off
to work on his Ph.D. This left a
temporary vacancy, and T.U.
was fortunate to find a replace
ment right on campus.
What's it like moving from
hall director to professor? Cham
bers mentioned that duties of a
hall director are quite different
from those of the professor. He
remarked that a Wengatz his ac
tivities included planning socials,
open houses, physical recreation,
and educational seminars. He
also supervised the hall P.A.'s,
and desk staff, and his job includ
ed some counseling.
In addition to his duties as hall
director, Chambers did some
guest lecturing in the psychology
department, and occasionally
taught the P.A. class.
Chambers comes well-quali
fied to the T.U. faculty with his

B.A. in behavioral science from
Messiah College, and his Mas
ter's from Georgia State Univer
sity, at the Psychological Studies
Institute.
Chambers is now teaching one
section of Abnormal Psych., and
two sections of Child and Adoles
cent Psych., and plans on having
two sections of Introduction to
Psych, spring term.
How does he like it? "Teach
ing requires a lot of structured
time, daily preparation, and a lot
of work — I really enjoy it!" he
concluded.

Tim Chambers
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No Seconds for Students at
by George McClain
Cf" 111
m ointoiM
r\
still
maintain
control1 ofr TI.D.
"WHAT?!! No seconds?!! I'll numbers.
Secondly,
Prophet
starve!!"
Foods is on a "management fee
The above exclamation, usual account." (In case you're not a
ly attributed to incoming fresh
business major, this means that
men, is commonly heard during Prophet Foods employees are
the first few school days at T.U.
. paid a monthly salary, but all
However, this same complaint is
food and equipment expenses are
inevitably carried over into the
billed to T.U.) Adams added that
upperclassmen years (particular
any profit over the usual monthly
ly associated with P.E. majors).
food costs goes directly to Tay
Always alert to the concerns
lor's general budget, not Prophet
of the Taylor student body,
Foods. Adams pointed out that
ECHO decided to look into the
the food system is totally super
matter of the one-shot meal.
vised by Taylor, under the direc
ECHO spoke with Dave Adams,
torship of Charles Neuman. This
director of the food service pro includes the I.D. program, menu
gram at T.U. Adams is an em
organization, and structuring of
ployee of Prophet Foods Co., not food lines and portions.
Taylor University.
Adams remarked that there
Adams mentioned several fac are no seconds only on entrees
tors concerning the "no-seconds"
and desserts. However, every
issue. The most important, he
student is entitled to seconds, or
stated, is that feeding 1500 stu 'doubles' on potatoes, vegtables,
dents in a given period of time
or soup upon request when he
makes it impossible to have stu
goes through the line. In addition,
dents returning for seconds, and
there is unlimited access to the

1

* •

salad bar, and beverages.
Prophet Foods employs 22
workers-all others are TU stu
dents. Adams added that all stock
in the Dining Commons, e.g.,
cooking utensils, and other equip
ment, is the property of Taylor.
Adams stated that whereas
state schools allow seconds, they
are not open to the public. Not so
with the T.U. Dining Commons.
It is open to visitors and guests,
and is also a place to just sit,
relax,
and
fellowship
with
friends —not necessarily just to
come and eat there.
Noting a subtle change for the
better in this year's meals over
last, this writer asked Adams;
"Why the improvement?" Adams
mentioned that they were "trying
out some new ideas." For exam
ple, this year T.U. has a new des
sert caterer, offering a greater
variety in desserts (a plus for all
of you with a sweet tooth!)
ECHO
confirmed
Adam's

statements by speaking with
Charles Neuman. Neuman re
marked that the waste and uncer
tainty involved with a seconds
program is not worth the under
taking. With the present pro
gram, the Dining Commons staff
usually has a good idea of how
much food to prepare—rarely are
they caught off guard with too
much or too little. Neuman stated
that the T.U. program has kept
the daily food cost per student remarkedly low ($3.71). Neuman
concluded saying that invariably
someone points a finger at a col
lege with a successfully operated
seconds program—such as Wheaton—and asks, "Then why does it
work for them?"
Driving the story to the bitter
end, ECHO contacted Dan Kulick, (employed by Saga Foods
Co, and director of Wheaton s
food program.) Saga, a nation
wide food-catering
company,
serves each student seconds (or

,
thirds for that matter) upon re
quest. The only exceptions are
steak and gourmet entrees.
Wheaton, unlike Taylor, does
not supervise menu planning.
Each college in the Saga program
is sent a rotating menu, from the
Saga headquarters in California.
Kulick mentioned that Wheaton
does not operate on a manage
ment fee account—thus the food
cost may vary from month to
month (though students pay a
fixed fee per semester)., Howev
er, it is Saga's responsibility to
plan the monthly food budget.
Wheaton operates on an I.D.
system and their dining commons
is also open to the public. Kulick
remarked that their program suf
fered "no real problems," and
added that there are few com
plaints among the Wheaton stu
dent body...except one: Students
are complaining they're getting
too fat!!

Jogging Under the Full Moon
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Skiing A Success
by Kevin Conklin
A few weeks ago S.U.B. an
nounced a water skiing trip on
the Ohio River and was termed a
big success by all. Over 15 people
journeyed over V-k hours to Madi
son, Indiana, on a Saturday morn
ing and skied until Sunday
morning. Of course they did stop
to eat and socialize and certainly
some sleep was involved. A very
small $7 was the cost that includ
ed transportation, food, lodging
and lots of skiing. Sophmore Zane
Huffman (4th Morris) a student
on the trip said he enjoyed the
trip very much and would like to
see more of them. Zane also re
plied, "Real Great skiing weath
er, a little rough at first but
smooth later". Another student,
Jeff McFarland (4th Morris),
"the weather was a little bit chil
ly but we had some good
wipeouts"! Also Jeff said, "I got

to experience slalom for the first
time" and during the trip the
food was good and filling.''
Zane Huffman's family volun
teered many services (Zane's
home) as well as their boat "Gin
gerbread Man", as well as Dr.
Canada's boat. Many students
met a lot of different students
and made good friends. It was
generally a goodtime sponsored
by S.U.B. In talking to S.U.B. it
was passesd on that this winter
two snow skiing trips are being
planned, one during the second
week in January at AuSable and
Schuss Mountain. Then during In
terterm either at Colorado or
Vermont. As well in the spring
break a canoe and backpacking
trip is being planned in the
Smoky Mountains. This is a defi
nite way of recreational fun and
socializing and maybe some good
wipeouts.

By Chase Nelson
Intro by Dr. Heath
To be or not to be, to jog or
not to jog, tis the question.
This monograph will concern
itself soley with the profundity
of the subject matter. That is
jogging. Why start, how does
one feel afterwards, when do
most do it, how long does it
last, what happens in cold
weather, hints for the begin
ner, and other enlightening re
alities about jogging.
The other night I interrogated
numerous joggers and came up
with the following answers. When
asked the reason why they
started jogging they replied, for
health, for pure enjoyment (very
few), a friend dragged them out,
to get in shape for another sport,
for better breath control while
singing, for dicipline, not to get
flabby (this was the main reason,
but few were willing to admit it),
help a friend lose weight (sure),
for mental stimulation, it is the
"in" thing to do, and the most
honest one was Kathy Solin who
said she jogged so she could get a
navy-blue polyester jogging suit
with yellow racing stripes.
When asked how they felt
after jogging, they replied that I
feel satisfied, hot, glad, (glad it's
over I guess), like I'm going to
die (finally an honest answer),
agony, tired, like I accomplished
something, like eating anything,
stimulated (to go to sleep), ter
rific, very awake (not for long),
high (depending of where one
goes I guess), and one person
(the only one who would admit it)
said he felt nauseated.
Most of the people I surveyed
preferred jogging during the late
afternoon or well after sundown.
Some reasons for mid-night frol
icking at these hours are. that
there's no one around, (the mod
est type), seems cooler, don't
have anything else to do (well my
ext. is 2...), my alarm clock is

broken so I can not jog in the
mornings, and that mornings al
ways come to early in the day
(I'll remember that).
By now you may be wondering
what these energetic people are
going to do when the weather
cools way below freezing and ici
cles are hanging from all station
ary objects. Well they answered
that they would buy cleats, wear
sweats, get cold, stop jogging,
run in the gym, breath in through
their noses and out through their
mouths (profound), wear clods,
buy snowshoes (should be inter
esting to watch), wear coats and
mittens, run up the stairs, play
paddle ball, and that it is not any
of my business what they do in
the winter time for execrise. I
guess we will just have to wait

and see.
There were some other gener
al comments such as, "it helps
me to be by myself," "great for
your health," "hate it but it is
good for me," "it is easy, you
don't need any special talent or
equipment, just motivation," and
of course there is always one en
thusiast who preaches, "I love it!
Everyone should do it."
Some general hints for those
interested beginners would be to
remember to loosen up well be
fore you start, work up gradually,
and everyone should get a navy
blue polyester jogging suit with
yellow racing stripes. Have fun
all you joggers and we will keep
our cameras ready for this win
ter.

Marching Band
Not Needed
by Kevin Conklin
Do you feel a need to have a
Marching Band at Taylor? Hav
ing talked to Dr.Richard Parker
of the Music Dept., not only is
the need not here nor is it at any
of the schools in the Hoosier
Buckeye Conference. Approxi
mately 8 years ago Taylor did
have a Marching Band, but due to
lack of practice time and involve
ment through the years the band
died and most Christian colleges
went to choral and concert band
type systems.
Being fulfilled
through-out the football season
with local talented High School
Bands for free, except for trans
portation costs, the need does not
seem great.
Many efforts have been made
to get a Marching Band at T.U.
but they usually always fail be

cause with all the other bands at
T.U. (Symphonic Band, Orches
tra, Jazz Ensemble, and other
bands) finding members able to
practice two or three hours per
day just on Marching Band seems
nearly impossible, plus there are
only 10 new instrumental music
majors this year, not enough to
make a respectable band anyway.
Although a Marching Band does
promote good public reactions
for the school, other Christian
colleges are finding much better
ways to promote their music pro
grams. Dr. Parker has worked
hard to fulfill the needs and dur
ing this coming year he hopes
this will be evidenced through
concerts at the Chapel and other
social gatherings throughout the
year. "Seek and ye shall find."
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2nd E.W. Takes Honors
r t

SPORTS

by Steve Neel
As the intramural football
"A" league season draws to a
close, Second Wengatz East holds
a slim lead over Second Wengatz
West for first place. First Weng
atz East is in a distant third fol
lowed by Second Morris and First
Wengatz West 'to round out the
top five positions. Second East
owes most of its success to run
ning back Mark "Schmuck" Rutzen and a powerful offensive line
featuring Drew Whitfield Leon
Newell, and Wayne "La Foot"

Palland. Complimenting Rutzen
in the backfield is Don "Mooner"
Churchill and at quarterback
Scott
"Cannon"
Ramsland.
Rounding out the offensive squad
as receivers are Brad Brinson
and Scott Goodman.

Following the conclusion of
football, soccer will take over as
the number one concern for many
men, as the never ending struggle
of power between dorms and
wings goes on. Standings for the
top six teams are as follows:

In "B" league the awesome
Fourth Morris team is again
dominating the lower class of in
tramural football. Part of this
reason is the aggressive play of
John
McFarland
and
Brad
"Toad" Ramsland.

2nd East
2nd West
1st East
2nd Morris
3rd Morris
1st West
Off Campus

A Wengatz runner dashes downfield.

Trojanes Win Two
Last Saturday the Trojane
Field Hockey Team defeated both
Caivin and Goshen Colleges. The
scores were: T.U. vs. Calvin 1-0
with Kris Heinsman scoring the
only goal in the 3rd overtime pe
riod and T.U' vs. Goshen 2-0 with
Deb Frank and Diane Gabrielson
making their successful shots on
goal. Diane Gabrielson's goal was
made from a penalty stroke
taken against Goshen's goalie be
cause of an illegal substitution
during the game. Last year the
team lost to both schools; 9-0

with Goshen and 2-0 with Calvin.
Both games were equally
matched skill wise although the
Trojanes did not use all of their
basic fundamentals, many of the
team players agreed to the fact
that they played down to the op
ponent's skill level.
The team has been preparing
all week for the important game
today against Franklin College at
4:00. They will also be playing
Valparaiso on Saturday at 4:00.
This will be the Trojane's last
game until state finals.

Don Carlson sets up to pass as Brian Krick and Mark Fischer block.

Netters near End of Season
The 1977 men's Trojan tennis
team is nearing the end of anoth
er impressive season. Making
this year's team so successful are

seniors Ric Seaman, Greg Moore,
and Bill Fawley, junior George
Gibson, sophmores Jim Ander
son, Dave Smith and Dave

Dot's Exclusive Special

Small pitcher of Coke FREE
with 16" combination pizza

(no deliveries on special)
2 Blocks North off campus on 2nd st.

Limit - lShlkt
6ooQ foK fWo WOKS

Brown, and a handful of fresh
men which include Dwight Jacobsen, Steve Beeson, Rick Hull,
Dan Sheard, Eric and Heikle
Burklin, and Jeff Miller.
Coach Sheldon Bassett added
another year of consecutive dual
meet conference wins to the rec
ord books. The consecutive win
streak,
incidently stands at
seven. How long will this display
of dominance continue? Well,
winning 7 of 8 sudden death tie
breaders sure helps. But the
men's team must continue to
play well because such confer
ence schools as Hanover, Ander
son, and Manchester are boosting
their tennis program. This season
especially, Taylor has had to
work for every point. With these
schools competing with Taylor
for conference and district titles,
no team can definitely be favored
to win.
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Xadd Sutton looks for an opening on a kick-off return.

October Id. 1077

Drew Hoffman faces an obsfacle.

Sam Eddy finds a hole and runs for daylight.

Ouch! A Defiance runner and a Taylor tackier meet head-on.

Trojans wrap up a Defiance receiver.
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Players become friends to youngsters.
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Coach Sample shouts instructions.
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Trojane Spikers Continue Winning
by Jennifer Jones
To quote an old saying: "They
float like a butterfly, and sting
like a bee". This describes in
brief the Taylor Volleyball team
as they stung six different oppo
nents in a round-robin tourney at
St. Mary's, last Saturday. The
squad walked away with 5 victo
ries and one tie, to fatten their
record to 8 wins and zero losses.
Each team played each other
team in two games that went to
11 points or 8 minutes. A tourney
point was given each team upon
winning a single game. Taylor en
tered the finals as the top-seeded
team.
In preliminary action, the
team had little trouble grounding
host St. Mary's 11-2, and 11-7. Sue
Herbster and Debbie Gates had
six service points each. Ruth
"roots" Warner was leading spiker with 9 slams, while Marianne
Carter was top setter with 21
"ups". Miss Herbster and Miss
Carter were named the allaround players of the match.
Southwestern Michigan Col
lege was to be the Trojans next
victim. The Roadrunners ap
peared to be the stiffest competi
tion of the day, but the Taylor
team dominated the first game
11-1. However the second game
was a different story as S.M.C.
battled hard for a win. But in the
end the Trojans were on top by a
narrow 13-11, having to win the
game by two points. Miss Herb
ster had 8 service points, while
Miss Warner added 8 spikes. Jill
Laird was the top setter with 23,
and was joined by Miss Gates in
sharing the top player honors.

Next opponent was Tri-State.
As you recall the squads had al
ready met this season, with the
Trojans winning out. In the first
match the Taylor crew posted a
11-9 win, but the second game be
came a mental contest and TriState won out, 11-6. This lost
game became the first in 19 total
games for Taylor this season.
Robbin' Robin Dillon served up 7
points. Miss Gates added 6 spikes
to her credit, while Rachel "ra
cial" Stiver had 25 sets and was
named outstanding player of the
match.
The preliminary action was
wrapped up by two victories over
Bethal College, 11-7, and 11-2.
Miss Laird had 11 service points
and 17 sets, while Freshman Jean
Tice and Debbie Gates had 7
spikes each. Miss Tice was
named as the player-of-the-game.
In the semi-finals Taylor was
to face Tri-State first. T.S.U. was
ready and psyched to beat the
squad. And it appeared that they
just might succeed, with a 9-5 ad
vantage well into the first game.
But rally is a word that means
"never say die", and that is ex
actly what the Trojan netters
said as they came back and
scored a 15-12 victory over TriState. The second match went
much smoother for Taylor as
they advanced to the finals with a
15-4 win.
Sue Herbster had an impres
sive 14 service point game, while
Cleone Heebner wailed away 7
spikes. Marianne Carter added 21
sets. Debbie Gates and Robin Dil
lon were the matches standouts.
Southwestern was willing and
ready for revenge against the

Taylor crew. They battled tooth
and nail and were barely edged
by Taylor 15-13. The Trojans
were not about to be taken down
town by S.M.C. They played their
best mentally-unified, and possi
bly best skill game of the season
as they soundly beat S.M.C. 15-5
to win the tourney.
Marianne Carter led the team
with 12 serves scoring and 26

sets. She was also named the out
standing player of the finale. Sue
Herbster dominated the "kill"
department with 11 smashes to
her credit.
Winning? Possibly a good
word to describe the Taylor
team. But an even better word
may be improving! With each
game and match the team can
see improvement in skills. But

The 1977-78 Taylor Golf Team. L-R: Karl Smith; Keith Bowman; Chester Scott; Terry
Schaumleffel; Eric Johnson; Joe Himelick.

Golfers Extend Win Streak
by Kurt Bullock
The Taylor Golf Team has
some kind of record.
The Trojans have been driv
ing, chipping, and putting at Wal
nut Creek Golf Course for six
years, and in that time have not

lost a single opponent. That adds
up to 117 straight victories at
home without one loss.
Keith Bowman, Don Faimon,
Joe Himelick, Eric Johnson,
Terry Schaumleffel, Brian Sedio,
and Karl Smith are the men re-

Yellowjackets Defeat Trojans 24-10
by Dave Dunbar
the punt, the ball apparently
It was a frustrating ballgame brushed a Taylor defender bounc
for the Taylor Trojans as they ing to the six yard line where De
battled against the Yellowjackets fiance fell on the ball. It was then
of Defiance last Saturday. Tay 1st and goal for the Yellowjack
lor's record is now 1-3 as they ets. Three plays later it was
lost 24-10. Mistakes played the fourth and 2 so Defiance took to
biggest part in the loss to the now the air for six more points mak
3-0-1 team, but as Coach Sample ing it 17-0, after their one point
stated after the game, "I don't conversion.
think anyone made any of those
The two teams battled it out
mistakes on purpose. "
again until Defiance sent Rob
Defiance was the first to get Harris, one of the top two rushers
on the score board as the Trojan in the conference, on two consec
defense stopped the Yellowjackets utive plays for 16 and 23 yards
on the 15 yard line making it 4th putting them on Taylor's 3 yard
and 11. Dick Dewitt kicked a 32- line. The next play Harris scored
yard field goal making it 3-0. The making it 24-0.
two teams then battled it out
The Trojans were not beaten
until just before half with 2:45 re yet as they tried to make some
maining Jeff Cary threw a 15 breaks of their own in the 4th
yard pass to John Schauf making quarter. Trevor Tipton caused a
it 10-0, Defiance, at half.
fumble which was recovered by
Taylor then battled the wind Bill Bauer, but only for Taylor to
and other forces the next quarter, fumble back to Defiance. The
for it seemed, no matter what T.U. defense kept hanging in
they did nothing seemed right. there and sticking it to the Yel
Taylor kicked ^ff to the Yellow lowjackets, and with 10:30 left in
jackets to start the third quarter the game Taylor once again had
and the Trojan defense stopped the ball. The Trojan
drove
Defiance in three plays setting up for 78 yards to score on a two
a punt. As Taylor went to receive yard run by Drew Hoffman and a

not only skills, a mental game
with strong team unity is becom
ing more and more evident. This
unity and skills will be needed to
morrow as Coach Mary Edna
Glover will set her squad against
visiting Indiana University (Bteam) and Earlham. Homecom
ing promises to be a bigger and
better challenge for the winningimproving Taylor Ladies Volley
ball Team.

two-point conversion from a fake
kick making it 24-8.
Jim Deetjen then tried an onside kick in which Taylor failed
to recover. The defense once
again stopped the Yellowjackets
and forced them to punt. Taylor
then moved the ball 64 yards to
Defiances' five yard line. The
Trojans just could not get the ball
across into the end zone. After
four downs they had to give up
the football.
The Yellowjackets tried a line
up the middle but was stopped by
the left side of Taylor's defense.
Defiance then tried to run a
sweep around the end, but Steve
Lawrence rushed into the backfield of the Yellowjackets and
tackled Willis Rodriguez for a six
yard loss and a two-point safety
for Taylor, making the score 2410. But time ran out on the now
moving Trojans thus ending the
game.
»
Coach Sample was impressed
with the Yellowjackets defense
which was rated fourth in the na
tion, last week, in total defense.
Defiance, who was holding their
opponents to 125 yards in total of

fense couldn't contain Taylor this
week, as they rushed for total of
242 yards. Sam Eddy lead the at
tack with 87 yards and three pass
receptions for 22 yards, next was
Drew Hoffman with 14 carries
and 48 yards rushing and two re
ceptions for 15 yards. Defense
wise, Taylor played well, except
a couple breakdowns. Leading the
defense was Trevor Tipton at
middle linebacker with 8 assists,
then there was Ernie Bradley at
safety with 5 solos and 4 assists.
Coach Sample is looking for
ward to this weeks homecomig
game against Bluffton. He feels
just as good and confident about
the team now as he did at the be
ginning of the season. He also
feels as if there has been plenty
of support from the students, par
ents, and faculty. With a good
week of practice and the jelling
of the offense, Sample thinks they
can win this ever important ball
game against Bluffton. They are
small but a quick team.
Injured in this week's game
was Don Emory, who broke his
arm early in the first quarter.

sponsible for keeping the record
intact last spring. And besides
the string of victories, the Trojan
golfers won their fifth consecu
tive HBCC crown; captured the
Indiana NAIA National Champi
onship, the best showing ever for
an Indiana team.
Faimon became Taylor's first
Ail-American golfer, finishing
eight in the nation, while Sopho
more Schaumleffel and Fresh
man Johnson also finished high
nationally. Johnson was Taylor's
big surprise in District play, and
Bowman shot a sizzling 32 on the
last nine holes of Conference
competition as the Trojans set
another
Conference
record.
Schaumleffel kept a good thing
going throughout the summer by
winning the Grant County Ama
teur, defeating over 200 local
golfers in the 72-hole contest.
Faimon, Johnson, and
Schaumleffel were named AllDistrict. The same trio were
named All-Conference, as was
Bowman.
"We coaches at Taylor are
very appreciative and thankful
for the gifted athletes on this
campus," commented Don Odle,
the Trojan Golf Coach. "It is al
most inconceivable, but of all the
trophies given for championships
in the HBCC, Taylor has received
half of them."
The golf team has been prac
ticing regularly this fall at the
beautiful but treacherous Walnut
Creek course. With the addition
of Freshman Chester Scott, the
Trojans are looking forward to
another good year.
..
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Football—
by Kurt Bullock

Homecoming. To this writer it
might be one thing; to the reader
it might be another. To one per
son it may mean electing a
queen, her escort, and her court;
to someone else, it may just be
another Saturday football game.
But just what is Homecoming?
A trite, but effective, way of be
ginning a feature article is to use
a dictionary definition of the
word in question. So here it is,
straight from Webster's New Col
legiate Dictionary: homecoming
1: a return home 2a: the return
of a group of people especially on
a special occasion to a place for
merly frequented or regarded as
home b: an annual celebration
for alumni at a college or univer
sity.
So now we have a general de
scription. But there's more to
Homecoming than that. Each
person has his own definition, his
own idea of what Homecoming is
really all about. From football
player to professor, from young
est fan to President of the Uni
versity, from Taylor Coach to
Bluffton Coach, everyone looks at
Homecoming in a different way.
Taylor football fans don't have
to be students or faculty; they
come in smaller sizes, too. Look
behind the south end zone at any
home football game and you'll
see them watching their heroes,
chasing the football after extrapoint attempts, or playing their
own game, using a wad of paper
cups as the ball. They come and
go as they please. But you'll see
one young fan intently watching
the action week after week.
Tim Kern, 11 years old, is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Kern
of Upland. Tim may only be in
the sixth grade, but he's probably
one of Taylor's most loyal fans.
"I like Homecoming because
the football players have a
chance to win and do their best,
and because you get to see the
Homecoming queen and her
court. It also means they have
the bed race down by the gym
and I go down and watch that
after the game most of the time.
So it's really good."
"Homecoming is the time the
parents are there. It's the best
chance they (the football players)
have to impress all the people."
And, echoing many people's
feelings, Tim had this comment
in closing: "We need this game
bad."
Professor Phil Loy is Chair
man of the Political Science De
partment and also Chairman of
the Athletic Committee. Prof.
Loy is another loyal fan, but
Homecoming isn't just a football
game to him. It's also talking to
old friends and students.
"Homecoming is a time when
my old students come back, and
the people I went to school with
here come back. It's a time when
I can find out what some of my
students have done with the train
ing I hope I've given them here.
For me, the fun part of Home
coming occurs in the morning be
fore the football game, and in the
afternoon after the football
game, talking around the coffee

cup, and things of that sort."
The Homecoming game isn't
particularly special to Professor
Loy, although he realizes it has
more significance to others.
"I suppose in terms of getting
the adrenalin flowing, and of
symbolic psychological impor
tance attached to the game, it's a
little bit different. The only thing
I think is especially noteworthy
about Homecoming and football
is that I have to get there an hour
early to get a seat. I suppose,
from my perspective, I don't feel
any worse about losing a Home
coming football game than I do
any other kind of football game. I
don't enjoy watching us lose any
way, Homecoming or not."
"I suppose if there is one dif
ference in the football game, it is
that the stands are full, and if it's
a pretty day, there'll be people
all around the field. There is
more excitement generated, and
I suppose that gets people up
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Bluffton Head Coach, by long-dis
tance telephone, and ask him
about his feelings on the subject
of Homecoming.
"During Homecoming, any
ttam is excited. I love to play,
and it's a challenge to play any
team, especially if it's their
Homecoming."
"We have a very good athletic
relationship with Taylor, and
we've had some tremendous ballgames over the years. They (Tay
lor)
won
a
very
close
ballgame from us last year, and
we hope to return the favor this
year."
Coach Young feels that any op
ponent's Homecoming is no dif
ferent than any other game for
the visitors.
"I think it is just another
game for the team that's visit
ing; it certainly isn't for the
team that's at home for their
Homecoming. I really don't feel
that the crowd affects the visiting

Different Strokes For
I#;
«•

Mike Haynes and family.

more. But other than that, I don't
see anything that makes Home
coming different from any other
football game. I like to win 'em
all."
A football player probably has
more reason than anyone else to
look forward to and enjoy Home
coming. But, in a player's eyes,
what makes Homecoming spe
cial? That's the question this
writer put before Trevor Tipton,
one of the Trojan linebackers.
"It's the people coming back;
that's a big event for us. The
events leading up to it help a lot.
It's the over-all atmosphere."
Will the players be ready?
"It doesn't take much to get
fired up for Homecoming. The
Coach does a good job, but it's
really up to the players them
selves."
Tipton pointed out that the
team has two losses at home. He
feels they need to win that first
home game.
"We have our problems, but
we're getting them ironed out.
Progress is slow, but we're work
ing at it."
It must be a good feeling to
lead your team into a Homecom
ing football game. But how does
it feel to be the opposing Coach,
bringing your players into unfa
miliar surroundings to take on a
fired-up adversary?
This writer had the privilege
of talking to Roy Young, the

team that much. It certainly has
a great deal to do with the home
team." The Bluffton Coach com
mented that Taylor's Homecom
ing is common knowledge to his
players, and he will use no spe
cial or different preparation.
To a coach, Homecoming
should be an important weekend,
let alone an important game. And
Taylor Football Coach Sam Sam
ple is no exception.
"As a Coach, Homecoming,
naturally, is a big football day. I
know I'm a little prejudiced
there; but when I think of Home
coming as a football coach, and
then relate it back in the days
when I was a player, I think of
Homecoming as a big football
game. The bleachers are full, a
lot of people are there, a lot of
color; just a lot of festivity. And
it's highlighted by the football
game."
"Homecoming's a big deal in
the fact that you've got alumni,
and you've got parents, and
you've got friends there. Other
weekends you've got the football
game, but there's something spe
cial about Homecoming weekend
because there are more people
there; you know, your loyal peo
ple: alumni, parents, fans, and
friends are all there. And of
course you want to show your
best when you've got the stands
full."
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Does a Coach have to get his
players psyched up for a Home
coming football game? '
"Homecoming's one of the
easier games to get your players
up for. If they have a difficult
time getting fired up for Home
coming, then I'd say you're in
trouble."
If the team needs more initia
tive, it may be found in the fact
that a Homecoming victory
would be the first home win for
Taylor.
"We're really anxious to win
that first home game. And me,
particularly. I'm not saying 'me'
any more than the others, but I'm
anxious to win that first home
football game."
One person who should know
about Homecoming is Mrs. Betty
Freese, who is in charge of the
Homecoming Planning Commit
tee. Mrs. Freese and the planning
committee have put in a lot of
hard work, and as they view their
creation now, they look at it as a
total work, not just singular
events.
Mrs. Freese enjoys Homecom
ing.
"I love it. It's the most hectic
time of the year for me. We start
to plan way in advance; almost
as soon as this Homecoming is
over we're beginning the planning
for Homecoming '78, because it
just takes that long to work ev
erything out. I consider it as the
most exciting weekend of the
year, and I'm sure all the stu
dents that work on it feel that
way, too. It is the main emphasis
on campus for alumni during the
year. I always enjoy it.
"Part of the joy for me is in
working with the students as
closely as I do. It is a committee
made up of 20-some students that
are heads of the various sub-com
mittees. It's a real joy to get to
know them and see how well they

take their responsibilities. It kind
of renews your faith in human na
ture to see how well they work
together and carry out their re
sponsibilities."
Take a few steps up the ad
ministrative ladder to President
Robert. Baptista. For being in
such a complicated position, the
President has a relatively simple
approach to Homecoming: it is
people coming home.
"I think of a lot of nice people
returning to the campus. That's
really what Homecoming is all
about."
"I think it's the highlight
weekend of the year, with the
various activities. As I view it,
the campus sort of girds itself up
to put on a real fine weekend. A
lot of people are involved: athlet
ics, the king and queen business,
and all sorts of other musical and
dramatical things. They all go in
to make a very exciting weekend
for the people that are here, but
particularly for the people that
come back."
"I look forward to it as a very
delightful weekend. I have a
chance to renew old acquaint
ances, a chance to make some
new friends, and a chance to view
and take part in a number of very
happy activities."
Homecoming
is
different
things to different people. Some
stressed the football game; oth
ers failed to mention it. But all
talked of the alumni coming back
to the campus, and of meeting
old friends. But what would
Homecoming be without a foot
ball game? On the other hand,
what would a football season be
without a Homecoming?
This weekend is a big event.
It's more than old friends coming
back; it's more than a feeling, a
spirit that flows through the cam
pus; it's more than a Saturday
football game; it's Homecoming.

Different Folks

Dave Dunbar and family.
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When the studies get to be too
much, you have a fight with your
roommate or the campus activi
ties just don't make the scene —
its time to escape from campus.
Many students go home or to
other friends' houses and try to
forget the books, tests and every
day strain of college life.
Pictured are some students who
recently, went to the home of
Ran and Win Andrews, parents of
T.U. sophomore Shelly Andrews
in Sturgis, Michigan for a week
end of go-karting, football and
general fun.
The next time you feel the
urge—do it-ESCAPE.

A Weekend Away From Campus —It's Great
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The devoted dishroom workers
have not gone unnoticed this
year. Each and every day some
note or quip is sent along the con
veyor belt to the workers. Some
on napkins and others on
the back of News of the Day.
Dishroom washers say, "The
notes really brighten our day."
"They make us know that the
other students realize our job."
The following are' excerpts
from the many "letters to the
dishroom."
The letter's are addressed mainly
to dishroom managers Mark Rutzen (Schmuck) and Mike Alderink.

Dishroom manager Mark Rutzen

Hi you guys,
I hope you all have a Merry
Christmas. I hope all you guys in
there don't know me...that could
be quite embarrassing.
I Love You,
Dawn

Just a note we send your way
I hopes that it will brighten
your day!
In your patience possess ye
your souls. Luke 21:19

Mike,
Greetings from lunch land! At
the present time the natives are
getting restless. Why are they
restless? Because they forgot to
watch Sesame Street and learn
their new way to mess up the
food on their plates. But not me!
Karen Sue

P.S. Is this to mushy?
P.S.S. Did you watch SS
today?
P.S.S.S. I want to be outside
all day long, don't you?
I think we should ban dish
room shirts with obscene sayings
on the back! Workers Unite!!!!

Dear Pete,
We love you. Every weekend
we stand in line for hours hoping
for a glimpse of you. Without you
the days are at least tolerable, I
mean life is a bowl full of pits
when you're around. Stay tight.
Your fans

College is being trusted as an adult.

"Mike (Sweetie),
thanks for the "good time" last
night. A little late but it sure was
fun!! See you later, maybe!!!
Yours Forever."

Mike,
Glad to see you have things
under control in the dishroom
once again.
Tony

As soon as you learn to act
like an adult and not lie and cheat
on meal tickets you will be
treated as one!!!

Sung To The Tune of
"Baa Baa Black Sheep"
Mikey, Shmuckie, have you any
crew?
No sir, no sir, we're all through
Some are playing football.
Some are all sacked out.
Terry's scoring right and left
And Mikey's striking out. >
Mikey Shmuckie, have you any
crew?
No sir, no sir, we're all through.
Brian

Hello boys,
I'm here again. I can't write
every meal cuz I usually don't
have a pen. So be patient.
Hope you have a great week
end.
Signed.
I'm available!
Hello men(?)
I hope you're having a good
day today. I saw you guys work
ing last night. Good-looking!! I'm
still available.
Secret Admirer

To the tune of Old McDonald
Mikey and Shmuckie ran a dishcrew, EEE II EEE II OOO.
And ever day a big rush came
through EEE II EEE II OOO.
With a spoon dropped here and a
fork dropped there
The disposal overflowed with gar
bage everywhere.
Mikey and Shmuckie ran a
crew, EEE II EEE II 000.
Brian
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Welcome

welcome back for
homecoming

Alumni!
our hours Saturday will be 9:30a.m.-l:30p.m.

come see us
Taylor University Bookstore

located on Main St.-Gas City

|George's
Flowers
|flowers

mtrcoum
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Tltejcaii Scene

for all

.nnlT Acre. M«a 11030 «. Moln) Oe» City
OP,NM«"
11-t
*«t. 10 to *

occasions 99
306 E. Main-Gas City 674-7754

\Chanti Cleer \///
Delaware
estaurant
Cinema
(Greetings to

Eastern Indiana's Finest Movie Theatre

Now Showing

Alumni!

Theatre One

Smokey

|Family Dining

ELVIS

available for your service
I ^ I

Open Mon.-Sat. 7a.m.-8p.m.
Sun. 8a.m.-3p.m.

Theatre Two

PRESLEY
N. 8-Upland

Jones'
Funeral Home
Welcome Back
Alumni!

the Bandit"
and

"ELVIS- That's the Way It Is"
4833 Wheeling-Muncie

Moore's
Foodland
Welcome
to the
1977 Homecoming
112 Berry-Upland
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Ready for
Mon., Oct. 31?
V Paper partyware
V Party Decorations
V Party Favors
V Masks
V Treat Bags
Don't let the goblins
catch you unprepared!
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